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MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 1964

Small Boy Injured
During Gang Fight
Shot In
Knee During
Battle

Seek Slayer Of Victim
Who Died Three Times
A 31-year-old man, who arrived at John Gaston hospital
on June 9, with no heart beat
or pulse, and who "died" again
on the operating table, only
to be brought back to life, succumbed for the last time on
last Friday from a knife
wound in the heart.

Paul Lawrence Smith of 1082
W. Holmes rd., was found dying on the corner of Beale and
Hernando.
Wanted for the slaying and
still at large is Lewis Williams,
23, who disappeared immediately aftter the stabbing.
When brought to the hospital, doctors opened Smith's
chest. By massaging the heart,
they were able to restore
breathing and a heart beat. His
heart stopped 15 minutes later,
and by massaging it again, the
doctors managed to revive
him.

A battle over which gang
would rule the corner of Trigg
and Florida on last Friday
night ended with a six-yearold boy shot in the knee and
seven adults and three juveniles charged with common affray.
One juvenile was charged also with carrying a pistol and
NEW STA TE BUILDING
adult held without bond for
New State Building as proposed by architects is being
erected, to Gov. Clement. Immediately before that Gov.
assault to murder, carrying a
viewed by Gov. Frank G. Clement, Mayor William B. InGEORGE GRANT
pistol in addition to the other
Clement presented a check for $400,200 to Walter Simgram, Jr., right, and Benjamin F. Blakey, assistant seccharge.
mons. head of Memphis Housing Authority, as payment
All 10 have been held to the
retary of the Tennessee Federation of Democratic Leagues,
for the site at Main St. and Poplar Ave. Gov. Clement
action of the Shelby County
Inc. left. The architectural drawing was revealed to the
also revealed that a new state mental institute will be
VICTIM AGGRESSOR
Grand Jury.
public during a reception in Mayor Ingram's office last
erected at Arlington at the cost of 59 million, to be exCapt. E. C. Swann said that
The group includes John L.
Thursday afternoon, at which time he presented the
panded to $15 million.
Lawrence Reeser, Nathaniel
Scott, 19, of 175 W. Utah: asSix men are on death row Lewis and a Lewis Williams,
deed to the site on which the state building will be
sault to murder, carrying a
in Nashville. All of them are Jr., were standing on the corpistol and common affray.
from Memphis, points out ner of Hernando and Beale
Frank Cole, 17, carrying a
former State Senator Lewis when an argument developed
nista larceny and common afTaliferro, who is seeking re- about one of the men having
fray.
election.
stolen a woman's coat.
Others charged with common
Smith
reportedly pulled a
Taliferro said of Gov. Frank
affray are Albert Owens, 22,
G. Clement in a written state- knife, and Reeser took it away George Grant, Owen college of 244 Richmond: Willie Lee
from him. Reeser told Smith librarian of 1327 Englewood Wilson, 23, of 1923 Swift; Erment!
"The chief executive of our to drop the argument, but he at., blamed voter registration
See SHOOT, Page
stickers and refusal to tip
state is in a most unenviable continued it.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
An
position and my sympathetic Prodded on by Nathaniel moochers last week for the reanonymous gift of one-hap
tinder-Standing goes out to Lewis, Williams and Smith fusal of a worker to give him
the largest
on 4911ars
hint for surely his heart must went into the alley to settle the a No. 2 sticker at the Inspecgle contribution in civil
When a huge stone came be heavy as he faces the awe- argument, and once there, tion Station after his car passrights history — was given to
hurling through their picture some responsibility of decid- Williams pulled a knife and ed all tests.
the NAACP Legal Defense
window at 2337 Drake St. ing which of.the six men on stabbed the victim just under While watching other cars go
Fund, announced Jack Greenthrough the section where the
about three weeks ago, Mr. death row shall live and which the heart.
berg, director - counsel of the
All of the men who were in- worker refused to allow his car
and Mrs. Eric Fisher thought shall die.
Fund.
that it was one of those "one "It would be unthinkable volved in the dispute with to clear, he was arrested and
Founded by the NAACP, but
NEW YORK — Roy Wilkins,
in a lifetime" experiences and that all six of these men would Smith ran away and left him charged with disorderly connow separate and apart, the
duct and resisting arrest.
executive secretary of the Nabe executed, and yet it is too dying on the sidewalk.
had the pane restored.
Legal Defense Fund serves as
It
thought
that
was
after
Judge
Brought
before
tional
BevAssociation for the AdBut last Saturday morning at much to require a governor physicians had revived Smith
the legal arm of the entire
erly Boushe, he was fined $20 vancement of Colored People,
to say who shall live and who
2:26 a.m., the window smasher
civil rights movement.
that
heart
up
sewed
his
and
costs
each
and
on
charge.
has
been
shall die," said Taliferro.
named t h e 49th
returned and blasted out the
Its attorneys represent the
he had a good chance for reGrant told the Tri-State De- Spingarn Medalist, Dr. J. M.
glass with a section of a tree "Our governor doesn't be- covery. but on Friday he died.
Association, CORE, S C L C,
driving
was
by
he
Tinsley,
that
fender
chairman
lieve
of the award
in
capital
punishment
trunk, and then sped away in
SNCC and others seeking civil
but our laws permit its use. Smith was esranged from and decided to take his car committee, announced here
"i
a
brown
and
white
1963 hard- And yet here as
rights.
elsewhere, his wife and children, accord- through'. "On my first trip I June 11.
top Chevrolet.
Greenberg said the gift was
was told that my headlights
The gold medal, awarded
there is practical aversion to ing to a report.
made in anticipation that "tens
Mr. and *Mrs. Fisher live at carrying out death sentences.
were low, that my license annually to a Negro American
the
thousands,
presumwho will
of
corner of Gausco and This is seen in the reluctance
plate was not illuminated and for distinguished achievement,
—And Nutritious, Too
drake, an area where Negro of juries to impose the death
ably be arrested in future nonthat my stop light was not will be presented to Wilkins
LONDON — (UPI) — A functioning properly."
families have been having in- penalty and in the growing
violent demonstrations, w ill
on June 23 during the 55th
creasing trouble with young tendency of governors in those butcher shop, in a bid to alle- STOPLIGHT WORKING
need legal representation."
Annual NAACP Convention in
teenage whites who litter the states which retain capital viate the current meat crisis, The librarian said he went to Washington, D. C., June 22-27.
well-kept lawns with beer cans punishment to commute death advertised the sale of meat- a. service station and had his
The citation hails Wilkins as
scented nylon bones for dogs lights adjusted, a bulb install- "a great American
and other debris each evening, sentences rather than in
who has
disand use t h e street as a drag- putation of formal policy," because they are "cheaper in
made a distinctive a n d imSee INSPECTION, Page
the long run."
strip.
measurable
contribution to the
explained Taliferro.
The nearby Belvue Freez "The irony of fate in placing
advancement of the American
maltshop
at
Gausco
people and the national purand six men from a single city on
CANTON, Miss. — Freedom
Bellevue is said to ba a hang. death row at one time illuspose."
House, CORE's center, was hit
alte
Instituted in 1914 by the late
See
VANDALISM,
Page
2
'See
DEATH-ROW. Page 2
by an explosive hurled against
J.E. Spingarn, then chairman
after
shortly
. iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiamill1
1
the building
of the NAACP Board of Direc11111111IIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111191111111118111111111111111111111111111111111111
LILLIAN B. COFFEY
A.M. on June 8.
tors, the award has long been
Nobody was injured because
regarded as the most coveted
the bomb bounced off the front
in its field. Among others who
wall and exploded on the sidehave received the medal a re
00111191111111111111111111111111111111111111119191801110000iliallatialataill800000000iiimail
walk, Landy McNair, a CORE
iamma
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche, Miss
task force wdrker and James
DAVID RUGGLES
Marian Anderson, Jackie
and in defiance of the Federal
Collyer were inside the buildThe Journalist
Robinson, Judge Thurgood
Fugitive Slave Law, to shield
ing at the time.
CHICAGO, Ill. — Funesal Fullilove and five grandchil18th In Series
Marshall, Dr. Martin Luther
fugitives from recapture.
A couple of weeks previous services of Mrs. Lillian Brooks dren.
Negro newspapers like FredKing, Mrs. Daisy Bates an d
Then as now, integration
three shots were fired into Coffey, who was head of the
the Little Rock Nine, LangsShe rose from conductor of erick Douglass' NORTH STAR leaders were opposed to buildFreedom House but nobody women's departmant of the street corner revivals in Chi- and magazines like David Rug- ing Negro
ton Hughes and Dr. Robert C.
churches and schools
was hurt.
Church of God in Christ, were cago to one of America's top gles' MIRROR OF LIBERTY because it fostered the spirit
Weaver. Last year it, was
During the week of May held Saturday, June /3, at Negro women leaders.
assumed leadership in voicing of prejudice. Ruggles was
awarded
posthumously
to
4th a man claiming he repre- Tabernacle Baptist church. Born
Medgar W. Evers, the slain
in Paris, Tenn., the the aspirations and goals of the among those who refused to
sented the Klan phoned and here in Chicago.
NAACP field secretary for the
spiritual leader moved to Negro in addition to serving recognize any special needs
threatened to burn down the
State of Mississippi.
As head of the Church of Memphis, before moving to as a forum for the antislavery and problems of the Negro peobuilding. In April, the owner
In h i v will, J. E. Spingarn
God in Christ Women's De- Chicago in 1913. It was there movement in the decades prior ple requiring separate instituof the building had his fire
left a fund sufficient to contions or organizations. He enpartment, Mrs. Coffey (affec- that her rea: interest in the to the Civil War.
MISS VARNELL LOGAN
LIONEL
ARNOLD
DR.
insurance cancelled, reportedly.
Among the race champions couraged the Negro to become
tinue to award "to perpetuate
tionately known as Mother Church of God in Christ was
On May 7th a man in a white
of this period were such men part and parcel of the general
the lifelong interest of my
Coffey) administered a reli- kindled.
hood cape drove past Freedom
as
Charles Bennett Ray, Wil- community and insisted that
brother, Arthur B. Spingarn, of
gious and welfare program
NATIONAL DEFENSE
House and fired a pistol in
liam Still and David Ruggles Negro people go only to those
my wife, Amy E. Spingarn, and
extended throughout the
lap direction of a group of that
In
the
years
who
following,
made
conspicuous
she
of
myself in the achievements
contri- schools and churches open to
States and around the
Lionel A. Arnold. dean of who also is participating in the
irildren who had spotted his United
of the American Negro." At the
world. The women's depart- evangelized in Wisconsin, Ohio, butions on the antislavery lec- all races.
LeMoyne,
and
Varnell
Miss
E.
project.
car and started shouting
time of his death in 1939. Mr.
The Garrisonians also supment supports missions in near- Michigan, and Georgia. Many ture platform and in their liteAll students participating in Spingarn was
"There he is!"
members were added to the rary efforts. They also served ported this position through Logan of 1612 South Third, a
president of the
ly 30 foreign countries.
senior
college,
at
Memthe
left
t
h
required
e
project
to
were
The June 8th explosion came
church through her unceasing as agents, organizers and of- the LIBERATOR and NANAACP. He was succeeded by
phis
died
early
She
week
this
for
June
being
9
after
New
extheir
raise
of
portion
a
10 days after Canton's second
efforts.
ficers of the major Abolition- TIONAL ANTI -SLAVERY
his brother, the Asoociation's
York City where they are penses.
Freedom Day in which 55 dem- in failing health for several In 1945, Mrs.
present president.
Coffey was ap- ist groups as well. Both Rug- STANDARD. Because Ruggles joining 300 other participants
project
the
are
Members
of
onstrators were arrested. Many years.
gles and Still were in charge was deeply interested in moral,
Wilkins joined the NAACP
The eulogy was delivered pointed national supervisor,
in Operation Crossroadk Af- due back in New York the
of them, including CORE
staff in 1931 as assistant execusuceeding the late Mrs. Lizzie of the key Underground Rail- social and political progress of
rice.
part
latter
of
August.
Field Secretary Edward Hol- by Bishop 0. T. Jones, of Phi- Robinson, who
tive secretary. In 1955, the
was the first road Stations in New York City the free Negroes in the North,
lander, are still in jail. Attor- ladelphia, Pa., senior Bishop national
Dean Arnold will be the
Board of Directors' named him
supervisor and orga- and Philadelphia..
he continued to publish for
neys are trying to get the cases and titular head of the Church nizer of the
group
of
leader
a
of
13
stuDavid Ruggles was born in several years his quarterly
executive secretary to succeed
Church of God in
transferred to federal court. of God in Christ, with .head- Christ women's
scheduled
dents
to
go
to
t
h
e
1810 of unmixed African par- magazine, THE MIRROR. OF
the late Walter White. A forwork.
quarters in Memphis, Tenn.
entage. He lived throughout his LIBERTY, advocating t h e Tigre Province in Ethiopia.
mer newspaperman. Wilkins
Nearly 400 persons attended the During World War II,
in
New
York, where he was rights of his people.
Miss Logan will be among
has also served the NAACP as
she traveled thousands of life
funeral and wake service.
A chartered Greyhound bus acting executive secretary in
known as an eternal enemy of
Historians state that his a group of students going to
Mrs. Coffey was national miles to many bases and trainfrom
Humboldt,
Tenn.,
to
the
slaveholders.
He
responwas
Sierra
the
Leone
absence of Mr. White, as
West
in
Africa,
writings showed unusual wit
supervisor of the women's de- ing centers. In recognition of
New York World's Fair will be ad-ministrator, and as editor of
sible for bringing to that city and logic as illustrated by his
Operation Cossroads Africa
partment since 1945. In 1951 these services, she was cited
leaving the city on Wednesday, THE CRISIS, t he NAACP
A science teacher at Geeter she called the first session of by the Women's Army for Na- scores of fugitIves whose es- pamphlet entitled DAVID M., is a project enabling students
cape to freedom he aided by REES, M.D., USED UP. In this to work, play and live with June 24, and returning one monthly magazine.
High School, Ernest Johnson of the convention in Los Angeles, tional Defense.
The prestige accorded Mrs. means of the Underground incisive essay. Ruggles attack- African students during the week later on July 1, and perIn addition to Dr. Tinsley,
1528 Whitmore Ave., has been Calif. Since that time, tonvensons who wish to take the trip members of t h e Spingarn
awarded a study grant from the tionit have been held annually Coffey is accredited to her "un- Railroad. Among these was ed those who desired to colo- summer months.
still have time to make reserva- Medal Award committee are
nize the Negroes in Africa. lie
tional Science Foundation throughout the United States. selfish devotion to humanity." Frederick Douglass.
Both left Memphis Monday, tions.
Along with his antislavery continued to use his pen as Dean
Earl B. Dickerson, Mrs. Octavio
an eight-week session at
Arnold by plane and
Surviving Mrs. Coffey are A prime example is the LilThe round-trip fair of $91.25 Catlett, the Rev. Theodore Gibirginia State college in two daughters, Mrs. lolores lian Brooks Coffey Rest Home activities, Ruggles was an im- an effective instrument in be- Miss Logan by train. Miss Loincludes
motel
reservations.
In son, Theodore Berry, Dr.
Petersburg, which is held Jun* Payne and Mrs. Elise Lavern in Detroit, Mich., dedicated as portant official in the state half of the cause of the Ne- gan was traveling with Miss
Humboldt call 784-1058 or 397- Ralph
vigilance committee to protect gro until his death on Dec. 26,
J.
Bunche, Judge
22 to Aug. 14.
Beverly Williams, a Memphis 1293 in Memphis for informaRogers, a sister, Mrs. Elsie
See ESTIMATED, Page 2 free Negroes from kidnapping
William H. Hastie, Dr. Buell
1849 at the age of 39.
coed at Howard University tion.
Gallagher and Ralph Ellison.
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ed over his license and noticed
nest Lee Cole, 18, of '341 W. a haven of rest for all evang- out for young thugs,
that there was nothing wrong
Waldorf; Eugene King, 20, of elists and missionalres of the SAW CAR
with the brake light.
170 W. Trigg; Carl W.
Church of God in Christ and
Mrs. Fisher said that it WEI,
Monsarrat; McNorris
1562
other retiring religious wom- a pair of white youths w h o
"On my second trip every
Utah;
137
20,;
anctritra
of
son,
thing checked out all right but
en.
were involved in both inciThe YM & W club put final
tither juveniles, Ernest McNary MISSION WORK
dents, and that she and her
the stoplight," Grant said, "so
touches on plans for its anSylvester
Utah,
and
of
337
W.
I drove around the block and
Mrs. Coffey's keen interest lhusband looked out just in
nual Fashion Show and Tea
Walton of 245 W. Utah.
had my brother Maurice to
in education also made her one time to see a boy jump back
during a recent meeting at the
check them while I drove,
of the chief supporters of the in the car. A street light nearSTREETS UNSAFE
home of Rev. and Mrs. R. L.
and he found them to be all
Acocrding to Capt. E. C. Saints Tuning College, in Lem- by gave them a better than
McRae of Ferber Ave.
right."
Swann, head of Homicide Di- ington, Miss. Through the ef- ordinary view of the thugs.
The Fashion Show and Tea
vision, there had been a fight forts of the women's depart- "The first time it happenWhen he went through the
between Mason and Ernest ment, she erected a $75,000 din- ed," Mrs. Fisher said, "I was ALEXANDER P. DUMAS is set for Sunday, June 21 from
line the third time, Grant said
4 to 7 p.m. in the dining room
Cole, and Mason had threaten- ing room, called the "Lizzie studying for a final test at
the man who had refused to
of St. Andrew AME church at
ed Cole with bodily harm if Robinson Hall," on the campus Owen college and had just put
give him a clearance on the
the corner of S. Parkway East
he did not pay him for hang- of the school.
stoplight was not on the line,
down my book when the stone
and Mississippi Blvd.
ing on a certain street corner. The name Lillian Brooks came through the window."
and the man who was there
Capt. Swann said that the Coffey is also well-known on
Following the various comlet him pass.
"Police were called," she
Police Department had re- the foreign fronts of the Church said, "but they didn't
mittee reports refreshments
"Just as the man was about
show any
ceived complaints from resi- of God in Christ. Thousand of great interest in what
were served.
to put on the No. 2 sticker,"
we said.
dents because it had gotten un- dollars are collected by the They didn't even look at
Grant said, "the fellow who
Mrs. Martel L. LaGrone will
the
the
safe to walk the streets in
Women's Department an d brick which was used to smash
had been off the line came
be the narrator at the fashion*
A
former
because
threats
of
area
the
insurance execu- show. Mrs. Beatrice Scott is
donated to hospitals, orphan- the window."
running and said, 'Dgri't let
and cursing.
ages, schools and church con- The officers who answered tive Alexander P. general chairman. Mrs. Allure
him go through. Make him go
Dumas
of
Mason
told
night,
Atlanta,
On
Friday
Ga., will be Lee is president of the club.
struction
in
foreign
and get a light switch.'"
countries. the call last Saturday morning,
honored
Cole not to come around the She is responsible for the Mrs. Fisher explained,
by the Memphis
CALLED POLICE
took Branch
of North Carolina Mucorner, and the two began electric power system that more interest in the
Grant said he took his car
matter tual
Life Insurance company
fighting. In the battle, Mason spans the bush area of Mont- and carried the
outside and returned to watch
wood with
and the home office jointly
whipped Cole, while Walton gomery County in Liberia, them to the police
the man inspect other light
station to
and King watched.
West Africa. "We have flooded have it inspected for finger- here July 9, announces Lonnie
switches. Shortly afterward,
C. Walker, manager of this
the jungle with electric light," prints.
AT TIM'S CAFE
he said, a man came and told
(Continued From Page 1)
Part of the gang assembled she said.
him that "no loitering" would
Other Negro residents on district office.
Mrs. Coffey also organized Gausco have complained to Dumas was the winner of trates the
at Tim's Cafe at Trigg and
be permitted there. When he
most wrenching
Kansas, and Cole went to the the only modern clinic for police about difficulties they he Assistant Agency Director's duty thrust on the governor
iefused to go, police were
home of Scott and told him Africans in Montgomery Coun- are currently having with contest during April after he of a state--the power of life
called.
about T being beaten. There ty. She established and equip- youngsters who come to the showed the greatest increase in and death over another huWHAT A CATCH
"They ran up and grabbed
they were joined by Frank ped the clinic from thousands area every evening after 4 p.m. production. Memphis was the man.
me, and I told them, 'Just a
What a catch for little Sandra Bonita Anthony who caught
Cole, no relation to Ernest of dollars raised in the U. S.
minute, you aren't supposed to
Mrs. Fisher said that her leading district in Dumas' "It would be good for the
28 fish during the Bluff City Jaycees annual Fishing
Cole. Ernest suggested that to support mission work.
manhandle me. I want to
yard is littered with trash by zone, therefore Memphis won people of Tennessee, and esRodeo at Barbee's Lake last Saturday. She is the daughter
they try find the boys who had
know why I am being arrestthe youth, but that she picks the honor of entertaining Du- pecially those from Shelby
of Mr. and Mrs. Salon Anthony of Nevhardt, Arks. Anmas.
beaten them.
ed.'
in the way and the bullet en- it up every morning.
County, to express themthony Is principal at Arthur Evans school at Proctor, Ark.
Before being promoted to
The two gangs met in the tered his knee.
'They twisted my arm, and
selves on this predicament.
assistant
(Photo
by
agency
Henry
director,
Ford).
Jan.
cafe,
throwing
and
all
began
put
said 'Come on nigger,' and
As al/ of the gang scattered,
1, 1961, Dumas was manager "If I am re-elected to the
bottles. Scott, who had brought Frank Cole got the pistol from
handcuffs on me,
of Memphis district, a position Tennessee State Senate, I will
"When they searched me, and when he arrived he was the case. Charges against Mau- a butcher knife from home, Scott and fired in the air as
he had held since 1950. He introduce a bill which will
cut Albert Owen on the left the police were arriving. He
they discovered a pad on just as discourteous as the rice Grant were dropped.
started with the company in outlaw capital punishment in
When Grant went through hand and Mason on the left was arrested on the corner of
which I had written the agen- others.
the Philadelphia, Pa., district this state," he continued.
da of an NAACP meeting on, After being released on bond the Inspection Stations the shoulder.
Trigg and Pennsylvania.
"It is unfortunately true
and they made a lot over that, that night, the librarian said following day, he received his Later in the night, Scott and
The Christian Service club in 1938.
Judge Kenneth Turner, durthat a disproportionate numFrank Cole went to Cole's ing a special hearing on Mon- was entertained at a turkey
calling me a 'nigger NAACP the police garage wanted to sticker.
ber of Negroes have been exOn previous trips through house and got a pistol which day morning, warned youth dinner when it held its monthlawyer.' One told the other, charge him $7.50 for towing
ecuted in Southern states and
'We ought to let him run so his car, although it was driven the station, the librarian stated, had been stolen from the Mc- that he was not going to toler- ly meeting at the home of Mrs.
some of the most vocal advojust around the block. He had he has been approached for Nairy house.
we can shoot him.'
ate gang war by youngsters on Willie Ada Clark, recently.
cates of retaining capital punBROTHER ARRESTED
, to pay it the following day, tips by workers who suggest, As they were going down a the streets of Memphis and Guests included Rev. R. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Wash- ishment are also staunch In
"When my brother came up however, before it was released "A good, cold beer would taste street, they saw three of the held the three juveniles to the Johnson, pastor of Tabernacle ington of 866 Ioka Ave., had as
their discrimination against
to see what was going on, one to him.
mighty good on a hot day like youths approaching with sticks action of the Grand Jury.
Community church and Mrs. their house guest Miss Emma the Negro citizen at every
of the fellows in the inspection Several persons, including today." He said his failure to and bottles.
Dejan of New Orleans, La. level," stated Taliferro.
Police Chief J. C. MacDonald Mannie Sheffner.
said, 'He's with him. Get him one Negro, appeared as wit- comply with the suggestion SHOT NEAR HOME
has vowed to help make the The next meeting is set for Presently, Miss Dejan, a niece
too,' and he was placed under nesses against Grant in court. along with the "Register to
Scott attempted to shoot streets of Memphis safe from June 21 at the home of Mrs. of Mrs. Washington, is emarrest," Grant explained.
He was found guilty on both Vote" stickers on the car might Owen, but little Roddie Odom, young, thugs, and promised a Jannie Rollins of 1220 James ployed as a registered nurse at U.S. Bison Herd
Grant said the patrolmen counts. Atty. Russell B. Sugar- have been the source of his who was playing in front of clean up in the South Memphis St. Mrs. Bettie Dotson is pres- limner Phillips hospital in St.
The present U.S. buffalo
called their superior officer, mon, Jr.. was his lawyer in trouble.
ident.
his home at 108 W. Trigg got area.
population numbers 8,500.
Louis, Mo.

To Be Honored
By Memphis
District Office

Death-Row

Service Club To
Meet June 21st.
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VALUES TO '5995
Cocktail Table
20"x40" HT. 15" 4

••

t

'FRENCH PROVINCIAL
2 PIECES INCLUDE: Foam Sofa Lounge Chair or
• Armless Occasional Chair
Our buyers, with the help of our decorator,
spent weeks in purchasing this beautiful
French correlated grouping. The Sofa,
chairs, and tables have beautifully finish.
ed Fruitwood frames. Tables with genuine leather tops. Choos• your upholstered
pieces in your favorite collo,* to blend
with your present decor.

Commode

18"x24' HT. 22"

End Table

18x24" HT. 22"

•ONLY

250

Pilit Wig°

ROY

FURNITURE
HARDWARE &
APPLIANCIS

1472 MISSISSIPPI

GOOD

PH. 948-0323
A

i°a
heart
last

M'inr
s

Signifying Superlative Quality in Distinctive
r 4;
Tables for Your Living Room, Family Room, /.
Den or Bedroom...Choose the Style that
Enhances Your Decorating Theme...French
or Italian Provincial.

Round Lamp Table
22'x 22" HT. 24"

seeA
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Step Table
18"s27" HT. 23"
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1472 MISSISSIPPI
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"Lawbreakers will be vigor- ed by Federal regulations," he
ously protecuted for violations said.
JACKSON, Miss. — A fedof the Social Security Act," the The conviction of the two In eral judge last week issued a
Memphis district manager of Benton should serve as a wadi- temporary restraining order reCRYSTAL BALL GAIlidt'S'eused of trying to unseat some
the Social Security Admin- ing to all persons, Maddox quiring University of Missisreveal that former City Corn- teachers at Lester high school.
istration
warned this week.
sippi officials to admit 18-year
stated.
missioner John T. "Buddy" IT COSTS ONLY $3a and not
Warren Maddox said he has
old Cleveland Donald, Jr., a
Dwyer is toying with the idea'
to enroll in trimmer coursjust learned that a public acNegro transfer student,for the
of ,giving incumbent George es at
Booker T. Washington
countant and her assistant,
University's 1964 summer sesLeManna competition in the high school explained Joseph
both of Benton, Tenn.,'were
sion, which began June 11.
County • Tax Assessor race. Westbrook. supervisor of the
convicted in Chattanooga on
Acting on a motion brought
Presently Dwyer is building up Board of Education. He said it
June 2 for having committed a
by NAACP Legal Defense Fund
a fat law practice.
costs $30 for a course in grades
total
of
eight
violations.
attorneys,Judge William
THERE'S STILL a trace ninth through 12th and $15
Miss, Mable Lewis, an
Harold Cox of the Southern
of the racial strife which sev- each for grades seventh
countant, was convicted on
District of Mississippi enjoineral years ago had the Glen- through eighth. In this column
four counts of charging fees
ed further efforts to block
view area in a uproar. A last week a disgruntled father
not authorized by Social SecuWalter Lawrence Hall, son Donald's immediate admission,
launderette still have a sign dis- told writers of this column
rity. The fees were charged for of Mrs. Ann Lawrence
played on the outside which that he had paid $35 to enroll
Weath- thereby 'opening the door for
performing services in connec- ers of 668 Pontotoc, and Wil- the third Negro to enter that
says "White Patrons Only — his son and he complained that
tion
with
applications filed for liam F. Hall, Jr., of Detroit, was state's university.
or Maids in Uniforms." Down it cost too much.
persons claiming social secu- among the 157 seniors who re- In
with the sign, Memphis is too
1982, James H. Meredith
He
also
said
that
he
did
not
rity
benefits.
ceived bachelor of arts de- became the first Negro to eater
gressive for such backward
receive
a
receipt.
Westbrook
Convicted
along
with
Miss
S.
grees from Kalamazoo college a previously segregated MisLewis on two counts involv- at Kalamazoo, Mich.
MEMPHIAN WINS $500 AWARD
A CALL FOR UNITY among said that receipts are issued at
sissippi college after lengthy
the
same
statetime
payment
is
made
ing
false
information
and
leaders of the various political
Walter Evans, third from left, a junior
Evans, who hails from 2149 Wabash ave.,
A psychology major, Hall litigation. Meredith graduated
during
enrollment.
on
ments
He
went
which
they
gave
or
factions of the Democratic
in the department of architecture, School
in August, 1983.
Memphis, will use the money to help defray
caused to be given to the Ad- plans to enter graduate school
party in Shelby County, has to say that the summer session
of Engineering and Architecture at Howard
in the fall. His senior project
tuition expenses at Howard next year.
In June, 1963, Cleve Mcis
operated
on
a
non-profit
was
her
assistant,
ministration
been suggested in a letter sent
included work at the Wayne Dowell became the first Negro
university in Washington, D. C., Is shown
Looking on, from left, are Harold II.
basis. The registration fee is
Claude
Hicks.
to various Democratic leaders,
County General hospital at to enter the University of Misreceiving $500.00 award for outstanding
Mackey, Professor and heads department
NOT ENTITLED
by the president of the Ninth used to help pay teachers.
sissippi Law School, but was
president
of architecture: Lewis K. Downing, dean,
The purpose of the f alse Eloise, Mich.
scholarship
from
Alfandre,
Jack
MR.
AND
MRS.
EZRA
FORD
Congressional Democratic
At Kalamazoo, he was a expelled in September after
social
statements
was
to
have
of
the
Washington,
Chapter
of
Home
School
of
D.
C..
Engineering
and
left
here
for
Arizona.
It
is
reArchitecture;
League of TFDL, Atty. Hosea
security benefits paid to an- member of the Drama club, being apprehended with a gun
ported that they will establish
Builders, during the •department's annual
and G. Frederick Stanton, secretary of the
T. Lockard.
other person not entitled to College Players, participated on campus.
residence
former
there.
Ford,
honors
university.
program
and
dinner
last
week.
Atty. Lockard stated in the
in such intramural sports as Donald is thus the only Hesuch payments.
letter: "We feel that it is time principal of Capelville High
"A fine of $500, or impri- baseball and basketball and gro in attendance at Ole Miss,
that petty bickering over mi- School, resigned his job about
as Legal Defense Fund atsonment of one year, or both, was a member of the K club.
nor issues be discontinued. The a month before the end of the
Hall served as disc jockey torneys are currently appealis provided in the Social Secuprogress of our race and com- school term, because of illness.
rity Act as possible punishment a n d station manager of the ing McDowell's expulsion to
munity transcends any indivi- He went to Arizona, of course,
A former Booker T. Wash- Prior to attending Syracuse, rector, and will train ministers for each conviction of unautho- campus radio station, president federal court. They contend
dual or organization and for health reasons, it was statand secretary of the Century that McDowell had a right unington High school student, Washburn studied at the Mil- and laymen in the use of rized fee charging," Maddox
should be our singular objec- ed.
Forum Men's society, partici- der state law to have a gun
said.
radio
and
television,
work
THAT FABULOUS Ironing Charles C. Washburn, has waukee Institute of Technolotive." He asks that interested
fee for pated in the Showboat produc- while traveling on the state
persons set a time and place Board --Sam has returned to been appointed to the staff of gy in radio and TV production with the TRAFCO staff on He added that any
social tion and was president of the highways.
performed
in
a
services
production
of
new
radio
and
to meet to iron out the dis- Malunda's after Nashville nit- tthe Methodist Television, Ra- for two years. During the
ap- Inter-Society Council, He also Legal Defense Fund attorney
must
be
matter
security
TV
programs,
and
serve
as
eries have been hearing him dio and Film Commission, ac- same time he was continuity
unity.
belonged to the Psychology Derrick A. Bell, appeared on
Security
Social
proved
by
the
some
programs.
producers
of
POLITICIAN in the Bing- for the last three or four cording to a recent announce- director of WMVA-TV in MilDonald's behalf. He was joined
regardless of club.
Administration,
Washburn
is
the
son
of
Mr.
ment made in Nashville by waukee.
pton area is being ac- months.
and Mrs. Charles W. Wash- the amount, if the person The speaker at the gradua- n the action by Director-Coun—
Dr. Harry C. Spencer, general
A graduate of Kentucky burn, of 1249 Quinn Ave-, charging it or receiving it is tion service last Sunday was sel Jack Greenberg and Assoson-in-law, Edward L. Whit- secretary of TRAFCO.
John Ciardi, poetry editor of ciate Counsel Constance Baker
State college in Frankfort, in here.
not an attorney.
more, Sr., all of Nashville; two
Washburn, 25, will be as"Even attorneys must obtain the "Saturday Review" and di- Motley in New York and by
brothers, D. H. Flowers, East sistant director of the depart- 1963 he served on the staff of
prior approval of fees exceed- rector of the Bread Loaf Writ- arsie A. Hall, Fund cooperattW
hre
Fouries,
s
illeiesFl
iste
ow
rs,
- ment of radio and television the American Negro Emancie
Srts,,Lo
ing attorney in Jackson.
ing certain amounts prescrib- ers' Conference.
pation Centennial Authority in
&I Victim Of
in Nashville, upon completing
Mrs. Katie F. Eubanks. Forest. his requirement for a master's Chicago and produced a speMiss.. Mrs. Allie F. McLaugh- degree at Syracuse university cial for WNBQ-TV on the cenlin, East St. Louis, Ill., and in New York in August. Pres- tennial.
The 14th Ward Civic club
NASHVILLE — Dr. Walter Mrs. Monts Mae F. Harness. ently, he is a graduate assist- In his new position, Wash- has scheduled its regular
A. Flowers, field services and Memphis: nephews. Walter A. ant teaching courses in radio burn will be working with monthly meeting for Saturday,
extension director for Tennes- Flowers, ID, Nashville and Lee and TV production. He will Nelson Price, department di- June 20 at '7:30 at Avery
see A&I State University's Flowers, Jr., Pasadena, Calif.; receive a master of science deChapel AME church, 882 E.
School of Agriculture a n d nieces, Mrs. Maxine F. White- gree in radio and television.
-a' History Trigg Ave.
hurst,
Clarksdale.
Miss.,
Mrs.
Home Economics, victim of a
Negroes, who made up one- Featured speaker will be
heart ataack, was buried here Effie Flanigan, Memphis, Miss
fourth of the Union Navy Atty. George Grider, candidate
Vivian Flowers, East St. Louis,
last week.
during the Civil War, were from the ninth district for conDr. Flowers' attack which Ill.; cousins, C. B. Spencer,
especially valuable because of gress.
Franklin,
Atty,
Harold
Flowers
came unexnectedly while viewtheir acquaintance with the The club's president, Roscoe
ing television following a full and Dr. Cleon Flowers, Pine
enemy and his terrain and McWilliams, urges all memBluff,
Ark.,
Mrs.
Juanita
Mcday of activities, shocked the
because of their intelligence bers to attend. The-meeting is
university and the community Kell and Miss Bevonia Barnes
open to the public.
activities.
of
Nashville.
which had scarcely recovered
from the unexpected death less
dim•inammummaimiummesso
than five weeks before of Dr.
x
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Major F. Spaulding, Dean of
A&I's it School of Agriculture
Home Economics. Dr.
iding also succumbed to a
heart attack. Both were offi8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
cers of Clark Memorial MethoSat. or Sun. $1.25
a
Monday
• Sat. Open 8 kla. to 6 P.M.
dist church here.
Biro
• Sun. Open 8 S.M. to 2 P.M.
Dr. Flowers, strirkened in his
•
Teachers are urgently needFriday
home, was rushed to a local
•
ed
overseas
by
the
Defense
Dehospital where he died. His
wife, Mrs. Mattye C. Flowers, partment for the coming school
a
•
associate professor and head year, according to the U.S.
3100 Bummer at Baltic
of home economics at A&I. Civil Service Board of Exam- CHARLES WASHBURN, SR. raumme•••■••••••••••••••••■•E
iners
Depot
Memat
Defense
was with him when the end
phis.
came.
A native of }crest, Miss., Dr. Needed are teachers for
Flowers held degrees from Al- grades one through three; exS•••
corn (Miss.) College and Iowa perienced in instructing the
State University at Ames. He mentally retarded and physitaught at Prairie View, Wiley, cally handicapped; librarians;
and Pishop Colleges in Texas junior high school teachers:I
and West Virginia State Col- and those qualified to teach
lege, and had served the State English, social studies, math,
Departments of Education in science, Latin and similar subTexas and Mississippi. He was jects.
a trustee of Rust College at Basic qualifications dictate
Holly Springs. Miss., and had that applicants must be single,
been awared honorary degrees no dependents, hold bachelor's
ust and Texas College at degree and be age 21. Further
1111Fr.
details may be obtained by
Since joining the A&I facul- contacting the U.S. Civil Servty in 1943, Dr. Flowers has aid- ice Board at the Depot, 458ed greatly in expanding the 4411, extension 336.
teacher training and research
programs in agriculture.
The university's president, ..now Your Negro History
W. S. 1:1:vis said, "the Com- Hampton Institute was
missioner of Education had opened in Virginia in 1868.
just approved him as Interim
Dean of the School of Agriculture and Home Economics (on
Wednesday, May 20, 1984), reCAN YOU USE
placing Dean M. F. Spaulding
who'succumbed to a heart atMORE:CASH?
The classes are held at night in order that the
tack last month . . . Flowers
will be difficult to replace."
adult may continue his education without leaving
He was a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
his family or job. College credits applicable
GROUND F/OOR
Immediate survivors include:
BUILDING
STERICK
Edward
L.
daughter,
Mrs.
a
toward a degree, may be earned in these evening
'WHERF FOLKS Ina YOU
(Patricia) Whitmore, three
PR/UR/NUM
OFT
Classed.
grandsons — Walter Flowers,
SERVICE '
Edward Louis, a n d Carlton
Copeland Whitmore — a n d
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Court Orders
Ole Miss To
Admit Donald

Psychology BA
From Kalamazoo

Ig

Aopointed To TRAFCO Staff In Nashville

WAy

Dr. Flowers At
A
Polvt flttck

B

Grider To Speak
At 14th Ward Club

Tmhers Need
rnr ev.orells
Mew Auroimtment

CAR WASH $

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
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University of Tennessee
Memphis Center
Offers Evening Classes In:
• BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
• ENGINEERING

•'LIBERAL ARTS

CITY FINANCE

Most of the c asses, meet only one night a week,
for three hours. The cost of the course is only

hers

$24.00, plus text books.

Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARK CYCS
that's who!
And orange and lime and
tripe and lemon and mint,
too ... each added to the
world's finest vodka. Just
pour over ice, add a mixer
0 you wish, and enjoy

During the past year more than four thousand
adults attended the evening classes.

Some of the most popular subjects are:

•

DARK EYES FRUIT FLAVORED VODKA

. ACCOUNTING
• COMMUNICATIONS
• MANAGEMENT
• REAL ESTATE
• SOCIOLOGY

847 Madison Av. 527-3989

Two telephones... each matched to the individual needs
of two busy people. Hers, a step-saving wall telephone in
the kitchen. Hid, a Card Dialer—the answer to frequently
called numbers. Using coded cards, it dials fast and
accurately—automatically. Both are convenient, practical,
low in cost. For details, call your Telephone Company
Business Office.
—. S. Busy homemakers find the Card Dialer useful, too.

Southern Nall
...Serving You

SAT1J
•••••
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Estimated

& W Club To
Give Annual Tea ir
This Sunday

(Continued From Page 1)•

(Conlisood Front Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From' Page 1)
• .
ed over his license and noticed
nest Lee Cole, 18, of 341 W. a haven of rest for all evang- out for young thugs.
that there was nothing wrong
Waldorf; Eugene King, 20, of elists and missionalres of the SAW CAR
with the brake light.
170 W. Trigg; Carl W. Muniiy, Church of God in Christ and
Mrs. Fisher said that it wa
1562 Monsarrat; McNorrisiiCaa other retiring religious wom- a pair of white youths w h 0
"On my second trip every
son, 20,Aif 137 Utah: ancrt100 en.
thing checked out all right but
were involved in both inciThe TM & W club put final
ether juveniles, Ernest McNary MISSION WORK
the stoplight," Grant said, "so
dents, and that she and her
touches on plans for its anof 337 W. Utah, and Sylvester Mrs. Coffey's keen interest husband looked out just in
I drove around the block and
nual Fashion Show and Tea
Walton of 245 W. Utah.
had my brother Maurice to
in education also made her one time to see a boy jump back
during a recent meeting at the
check them while I drove,
of the chief supporters of the in the car. A street light nearSTREETS UNSAFE
home
of Rev. and Mrs. R. L.
and he found them to be all
Acticrding to Capt. E. C.' Saints Junloe College, in Lem- by gave them a better than
McRae of Ferber Ave.
right."
Swann, head of Homicide Di- ington, Miss. Through the ef- ordinary view of the thugs.
The Fashion Show and Tea
vision, there had been a fight forts of the women's depart- "The first time it happenWhen he went through the
is set for Sunday, June 21 from
between Mason and Ernest ment, she erected a $75,000 din- ed," Mrs. Fisher said, "I was ALEXANDER P. DUMAS
line the third time, Grant said
4 to' 7 p.m. in the dining room
Cole, and Mason had threaten- ing room, called the "Lizzie studying for a final test at
the man who had refused to
of St. Andrew AME church at
ed Cole with bodily harm if Robinson Hall," on the campus Owen college and
give him a clearance on the
had just put
the corner of S. Parkway East
he did not pay him for hang- of the school.
stoplight was not on the line,
down my book when the stone
and Mississippi Blvd.
ing on a certain street corner. The name Lillian Brooks came through the window."
and the man who was there
Following the various comCapt. Swann said that the Coffey is also well-known on
let him pass.
"Police were called," she
Police Department had re- the foreign fronts of the Church said, "but they didn't
mittee reports refreshments
"Just as the man was about
show any
complaints
resiceived
from
were
served.
of God in Christ. Thousand of great interest in what we said.
to put on the No. 2 sticker,"
dents because it had gotten un- dollars are collected by the They didn't even
Grant said, "the fellow Who
Mrs. Martel L. LaGrone will
look at the
safe to walk the streets in the Women's Department a n d brick which was used
had been off the line came
be the narrator at the fashiore
to smash
A former insurance execu- show. Mrs. Beatrice Scott is
area because of the threats donated to hospitals, orphan- the window."
running and said, 'Don't let
i v e Alexander P. general chairman. Mrs. Allure
and cursing.
him go through. Make him go
ages, schools and church con- The officers who answered
Dumas of Atlanta, Ga., will be Lee is president of the club.
On Friday night, Mason told struction in foreign countries. the call last Saturday
and get a light switch.'"
morning, honored by the
Cole not to come around the She is responsible for the Mrs. Fisher explained,
Memphis
CALLED POLICE
took Branch
of North Carolina Mucorner, and the two began electric power system that more interest in
Grant said he took his car
the matter
tual Life Insurance company
fighting. In the battle, Mason spans the bush area of Mont- and carried t h
outside and returned to watch
e wood with
and the home office jointly
whipped Cole, while Walton gomery County in Liberia, them to
the man inspect other light
the police station to
and King watched.
West Africa. "We have flooded have it inspected for finger- here July 9, announces Lonnie
switches. Shortly afterward,
C. Walker, manager of this
the jungle with electric light," prints.
AT TIM'S CAFE
he said, a man came and told
(Continued From Page I)
Part of the gang assembled she said.
him that "no loitering" would
Other Negro residents on district office.
Mrs. Coffey also organized Gausco have complained to Dumas was the winner of trates the most wrenching
at Tim's Cafe at Trigg and
be permitted there. When he
Kansas, and Cole went to the the only modern clinic for police about difficulties they the Assistant Agency Director's duty thrust on the governor
refused to go, police were
home of Scott and told him Africans in Montgomery Coun- are currently having with contest during April after he of a state--the power of life
called.
WHAT A CATCH
about being beaten. There ty. She established and equip- youngsters who come to the showed the greatest increase in and death over another hu"They ran up and grabbed
they were joined by Frank ped the clinic from thousands area every evening after 4 p.m. production. Memphis was the man.
me, and I told them, 'Just a
What a catch for little Sandra Bonita Anthony who caught
Cole, no relation to Ernest of dollars raised in the U. S.
minute, you aren't supposed to
Mrs. Fisher said that her leading district in Dumas' "It would be good for the
28 fish during the Bluff City Jaycees annual Fishing
Cole. Ernest suggested that to support mission work.
manhandle me. I want to
yard is littered with trash by zone, therefore Memphis won people of Tennessee, and esRodeo at Barbee's Lake last Saturday. She is the daughter
they try find the boys who had
know why I am being arresthe youth, but that she picks the honor of entertaining Du- pecially those from Shelby
of Mr. and Mrs. Salon Anthony of Nevhardt, Arks. AnMOS.
beaten them.
ed.'
in the way and the bullet en- it up every morning.
County, to express themthony
LI
principal at Arthur Evans school at Proctor, Ark.
Before being promoted to
The two gangs met in the tered his knee.
"They twisted my arm. and
on this predicament.
IPhoto by Henry Ford),
assistant agency director, Jan. selves
cafe, and all began throwing
said 'Come on nigger,' and put
As all of the gang scattered,
1, 1961, Dumas was manager "If I am re-elected to the
bottles. Scott, who had brought Frank Cole got the pistol from
handcuffs on me,
will
of Memphis district, a position Tennessee State Senate, I
"When they searched me, and when he arrived he was the case. Charges against Mau- a butcher knife from home, Scott and fired in the air as
introduce a bill which will
he had held since 1950. He
cut Albert Owen on the left the police were arriving. He
they discovered a pad on just as discourteous as the rice Grant were dropped.
punishment
outlaw
capital
ine
started with the company in
which I had written the agen- others.
When Grant went through hand and Mason on the left was arrested on the corner of
this state," he continued.
the
Philadelphia,
district
Pa.,
shoulder.
da of an NAACP meeting on, After being released on bond the Inspection Stations the
Trigg and Pennsylvania.
"It is unfortunately true
and they made a lot over that, that night, the librarian said following day, he received his Later in the night, Scott and
The Christian Service club in 1938.
Judge Kenneth Turner, durthat a digproportionate numFrank Cole went to Cole's ing a special hearing on Mon- was entertained at a turkey
calling me a 'nigger NAACP the police garage wanted to sticker.
ber of Negroes have been exlawyer.' One told the other, charge him $7.50 for towing
On previous trips through house and got a pistol which day morning, warned youth dinner when it held its monthecuted in Southern states and
'We ought to let him run so his car, although it was driven the station, the librarian stated, had been stolen from the Mc- that he was not going to toler- ly meeting at the home of Mrs.
some of the most vocal advowe can shoot him.'
just around the block. He had he has been approached for Nairy house.
ate gang war by youngsters on Willie Ada Clark, recently.
cates of retaining capital punBROTHER ARRESTED
to pay it the following day, tips by workers who suggest, As they were going down a the streets of Memphis and Guests included Rev. R. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Wash- ishment are also staunch In
"When my brother came up however, before it was released "A good, cold beer would taste street, they saw three of the held the three juveniles to the Johnson, pastor of Tabernacle ington of 866 loka Ave., had as
their discrimination against
In see what was going on, one to him.
:mighty good on a hot day like youths approaching with sticks action of the Grand Jury.
Community church and Mrs. their house guest Miss Emma the Negro citizen at every
of the fellows in the inspection Several persons, including !today." He said his failure to and bottles.
Dejan of New Orleans, La. level," stated Taliferro.
Police Chief J. C. MacDonald Mannie Sheffner.
said, 'He's with him. Get him one Negro, appeared as wit- comply with the suggestion SHOT NEAR HOME
has vowed to help make the The next meeting is set for Presently, Miss Dejan, a niece
too,' and he was placed under nesses against Grant in court. along with the "Register to
Scott attempted to shoot streets of Memphis safe from June 21 at the home of Mrs. of Mrs. Washington, is emarrest," Grant explained.
He was found guilty on both Vote" stickers on the car might Owen, but little Roddie Odom, young, thugs, and promised a Jannie Rollins of 1220 James ployed as a registered nurse at U.S. Bison Herd
Grant said the patrolmen counts. Atty. Russell B. Sugar- have been the source of his who was playing in front of clean up in the South Memphis St. Mrs. Bettie Dotson is pres- Homer Phillips hospital in St. The present U.S. buffalo
called their superior officer, moo, Jr., was his lawyer in trouble.
his home at 108 W. Trigg got area.
ident.
population numbers 8,500,
Louis, Mo.

To Be Honored
By Memphis
District Office

Death-Row

Service Club To
Meet June 21st.

Nero To Visit

FURNITURE,
HARDWARE & APPLIANCES
1472 MISSISSIPPI
PH 948-0323

MAREfroll,PORTUGAL.

••

Signifying Superlative Quality in Distinctive
sTables for Your Living Room, Family Room,
' Den.or Bedroom..Choose the Style that Enhances Your Decorating Theme,..French
or Italian Provincial,

t;I

-z•s,
e4,44.4
.1 1
.**.

Step Table
18"x 27" HT. 23'

Ciitth
$3995

Round Lamp Table
22"x22" HT. 24'

FRENCH PROVINCIAL
VALUES TO 85995
Cocktail Table
20's 40" HT. 15"

Lamp Table
20's 20"
HT, 24"

2 PIECES INCLUDE: Foam Sofa Lounge Chair or
• Armless Occasional Chair
Our buyers, with the help of our decorator,
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spent weeks in purchasing this beautiful
French correlated grouping.

The Sofa,

chairs, and tables have beautifully finish.
Commode
lr x24" HT. 22'

I Le

ed Fruitwood frames. Tables with genuine leather tops. Choose your apholstrated

2

.50 Pan WK.

pieces in your favorite colors to bland
with your present decor.
• P

End Table
11'x24" HT. 22'

ROY
1472 MISSISSIPPI

PH. 948-0323

FURNITURE
HARDWAR1
APPLIANCIS
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I Left Side

Pair Ccnvicted For
Social Security Fraud

P

•DOWN FRONT!!

Court Orders
Ole Miss To
Admit Donald

"Lawbreakers will be vigor- ed by Ifedieral regulations," he
JACKSON, Miss. — A fedously protecuted for violations said.
9••*****
at the Social Security Act," the The Conviction of the two in eral judge last week issued a
•••••••••••4••••••••••••••••••••••4
Memphis district manager of Benton should serve as a wett- temporary restraining order reCRYSTAL BALL GAlifirlS eused of trying to unseat some
the Social Security Admin- ing to all persons, Maddox quiring University of Missisreveal that former City Corn- teachers 'at Lester high schoOL.
istration warned this week.
sippi officials to admit I8-year
stated.
missioner John T. "Buddy" IT COSTS ONLY
$3t7 and not'
Warren Maddox said he has
old Cleveland Donald, Jr., a
Dwyer is toying with the idea $35 to enroll in
slimmer coursNegro transfer student, for the
Just learned that a public acof giving incumbent George es at
Booker T. Washington
countant and her assistant,
University's 1964 suipmer. sesLeManna competition in the high school explained Joseph
sion, which began June 11.
both of Benton, Tenn.,' were
County Tax Assessor race. Westbrook, supervisor of the
convicted in Chattanooga on
Acting on a motion brought
Presently Dwyer is building up Board of Education. He
said it
June 2 for having committed a
by NAACP Legal Defense Fund
a fat law practice,
costs $30 for a course in grades
total of eight violations.
attorneys,Judge William
THERE'S STILL a trace ninth through 12th and $15
Miss, Mable Lewis, an acHarold Cox of the Southern
of the racial strife which sev- each for grades seventh
countant, was convicted of:
District of Mississippi enjoineral years ago had the Glen- through eighth. In this column
four
counts
of
charging
fees
ed further efforts to block
view area in a uproar. A last week a disgruntled father
not authorized by Social SecuWalter Lawrence Hall, son Donald's immediate admission,
launderette still have a sign dis- told writers of this column
rity.
The
fees
were
charged
for
of Mrs. Ann Lawrence Weath- thereby 'opening the door for
played on the outside which that he had paid $35 to enroll
performing services in connec- ers of 666 Pontotoc, and Wil- the third Negro to enter that
says "White Patrons Only — his son and he complained that
tion
with
applications
filed
for
liam F. Hall, Jr., of Detroit, was state's university.
or Maids in Uniforms." Down it cost too much.
persons claiming social secu- among the 157 seniors who re- In 1962, James H.
with the sign, Memphis is too
Meredith
rity benefits.
He
also
said
that
he
did
not
ceived bachelor of arts de- became the first Negro to enter
gressive for such backward
Convicted along with Miss grees from Kalamazoo college a
receive
a
receipt.
Westbrook
previously segregated Miss.
Lewis on two counts involv- at Kalamazoo, Mich.
MEMPHIAN WINS $500 AWARD
sissippi college after lengthy
A CALL FOR UNITY among said that receipts are issued at
ing
false
information
and
statethe
same
time
payment
is
made
Wafter Evans, third from left, a Junior
Evans, who hails from 2149 Wabash ave.,
leaders of the various political
A psychology major, Hall litigation. Meredith graduated
ments which they gave or
factions of the Democratic during enrollment. He went on
in August, 1963.
In the department of architecture, School
Memphis, will use the money to help defray
caused to be given to the Ad- plans to enter graduate school
to
say
that
the
summer
session
party in Shelby County, has
tuition expenses at !toward next year.
of Engineering and Architecture at Howard
In June, 1963, Cleve Mcministration was her assistant, in the fall. His senior project
operated
on
a
is
non-profit
• -been suggested in a letter sent
included work at the Wayne Dowell became the first Negro
university in Washington, D. C., is shown
Looking on, from left, are Harold U. Claude Hicks.
basis. The registration fee is
County General hospital at to enter the University of Misto various Democratic leaders, used to help pay teachers.
receiving $500.00 award for outstanding
Mackey, professor and heads department
NOT ENTITLED
by the president of the Ninth
sissippi Law School, but was
The purpose of the false Eloise, Mich,
of architecture; Lewis K. Downing, dean,
scholarship from Jack Altandre, president
MR.
AND
MRS.
EZRA
FORD
Congressional Democratic
At Kalamazoo, he was a expelled in September after
statements was to have social
School
of
Engineering
and
Architecture:
of
the
of
Home
Washington,
D.
C.,
Chapter
left
here
for
Arizona.
It
is
reLeague of TFDL, Atty. Hosea
security benefits paid to an- member of the Drama club, being apprehended with a gun
Builders, during the'department's annual
and O. Frederick Stanton, secretary of the
ported that they will establish
T. Lockard.
other person not entitled to College Players, participated on campus.
honors program and dinner last week.
university.
Atty. I,ockard stated in the residence there. Ford, former
in such intramural sports as Donald is thus the only Nesuch payments.
letter: "We feel that it is time principal of Capelville High
"A fine of $500, or impri- baseball and basketball and gro in attendance at Ole Miss,
that petty bickering over mi- School, resigned his job about
as Legal Defense Fund atNonment of one year, or both, was a member of the K club.
nor issues be discontinued. The a month before the end of the
Hall served as disc jockey torneys are currently appealSecuSocial
is
provided
in
the
progress of our race and com- school term, because of illness.
rity Act as possible punishment a n d station manager of t h e ing McDowell's expulsion to
munity transcends any indivi- He went to Arizona, of course,
for each conviction of unautho- campus radio station, president federal court. They Contend
Syracuse,
rector,
and
will
train
ministers
A
former
Booker
T.
Wash-I
attending
Prior
to
for
health
reasons,
it
was
statdual or organization and
rized fee charging," Maddox and secretary of the Century that McDowell had a right unlaymen
in
the
use
of
and
ed.
ington High school student, Washburn studied at the Milshould be our singular objecForum Men's society, partici- der state law to have a gun
said.
television,
work
radio
and
THAT FABULOUS Ironing Charles C. Washburn, has waukee Institute of Technolotive." He asks that interested
that any fee for pated in the Showboat produc- while traveling on the state
added
He
with
the
TRAFCO
staff
on
persons set a time and place Board Sam has returned to been appointed to the staff of gy in radio and TV production
services performed in a social tion and was president of the highways.
to meet to iron out the dis- Malunda's after Nashville nit- tthe Methodist Television, Ra- for two years. During the production of new radio and security matter must be ap- Inter-Society Council. He also Legal Defense Fund attorney
TV
programs,
and
serve
as
cries have been hearing him dio and Film Commission, ac- same time he was continuity
unity.
proved by the Social Security belonged to the Psychology Derrick A. Bell, appeared on
POLITICIAN in the Bing- or the last three or four cording to a recent announce- director of WMVA-TV in Mil- producers of some programs. Administration, regardless of club.
Donald's behalf. He was joined
Washburn is the son of Mr.
ment
months.
made
in
Nashville
by
pton area is being acby Director-Counand Mrs. Charles W. Wash- the amount, if the person The speaker at the gradua- in the action
— Dr. Harry C. Spencer, general waukee.
AssoA graduate of Kentucky burn, of 1249 Quinn Ave., charging it or, receiving it is tion service last Sunday was sel Jack Greenberg and Baker
son-in-law, Edward L. Whit- secretary of TRAFCO.
John Ciardi, poetry editor of ciate Counsel Constance
not an attorney.
more, Sr., all of Nashville; two Washburn, 25, will be as- State college in Frankfort, in here.
by
and
York
"Even attorneys must obtain the "Saturday Review" and di- Motley in New
brothers., D. H. Flowers, East sistant director of the depart- 1963 he served on the staff of
Writ- Carsie A. Hall, Fund cooperatBread
Loaf
the
rector
of
exceedof
fees
approval
prior
Negro
Emancithe
American
St. Louis, Ill., and Willie Flow- ment of radio and television
ing attorney in Jackson.
ing certain amounts prescrib- ers' Conference.
ers, Forest, Miss,; three sisters, in Nashville, upon completing pation Centennial Authority in
a
speand
produced
Chicago
Mrs. Katie F. Eubanks. Forest, his requirement for a master's
Miss.. Mrs. Mlle F. McLaugh- degree at Syracuse university cial for WNBQ-TV on the cenlin, East St. Louis, Ill., and in New York in August. Pres- tennial.
The 14th Ward Civic club
In his new position, Wash- has scheduled its regular
NASHVILLE — Dr. Walter Mrs. Month Mae F. Harness. ently, he is a graduate assistwith
working
Memphis:
nephews.
Walter
A.
will
be
burn
A. Flowers, field services and
monthly meeting for Saturday,
ant teaching courses in radio
extension director for Tennes- Flowers, III, Nashville and Lee and TV production. He will Nelson Price, department di- June 20 at 7:30 at Avery
Flowers,
Jr.,
Pasadena,
Calif.;
see A&I State University's
receive a master of science deChapel AME church, 882 E.
School of Agriculture a n d nieces, Mrs. Maxine F. White- gree in radio and television.
---4) History Trigg Ave.
hurst,
Clarksdale.
Miss.,
Mrs.
Home Economics, victim of a
Negroes, who made up one- Featured speaker will be
heart ataack, was buried here Effie Flanigan, Memphis, Miss
fourth of the Union Navy Atty. George Grider, candidate
Vivian
Flowers,
East
St.
Louis,
last week.
during the Civil War, were from the ninth district for conDr. Flowers' attack which Ill.; cousins, C. B. Spencer,
especially valuable because of gress.
Franklin,
Atty,
Harold
Flowers
came unexpectedly while viewtheir acquaintance with the ,The club's president, Roscoe
ing television following a full and Dr. Clean Flowers, Pine
enemy and his terrain and McWilliams, urges all memJuanita McBluff,
Ark.,
Mrs.
day of activities, shocked the
because of their intelligence bers to attend. The-meeting is
Kell and Miss Bevonia Barnes
university and the community
open to the public.
activities.
of
Nashville.
which had scarcely recovered
from the unexpected death less
siumimmaimmaymmismsesua
than five weeks before of Dr.
•
•
Major F. Spaulding, Dean of
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
A&I's School of Agriculture
Home Economics. Dr.
iding also succumbed to a
heart attack. Both were offi8 A.M.-6 P.M.
cers of Clark Memorial MethoSat. or Sun. $1.25
Monday
• Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
dist church here.
thru
• Sun Open 8 AM. to 2 P.M.
Dr. Flowers, strirkened in his
•
•
Teachers are urgently apedFriday
home, was rushed to a local
•
•
hospital where he died. His ed overseas by the Defense Department
for
the
coming
school
wife, Mrs. Mattye C. Flowers,
•
•
associate professor and head year, according to the U.S.
3100 Summer at Baltic
of home economics at A&I. Civil Service Board of Exam- CHARLES WASHBURN, JR. Rommismosumeasimm•••••••••se
was with him when the end iners at Defense Depot Memphis.
came.
A native of I. orest, Miss., Dr. Needed are teachers for
Flowers held decrees from Al- grades one through three; excorn (Miss.) College and Iowa perienced in instructing the
State University at Ames, Rh mentally retarded and physitaught at Prairie View, Wiley, cally handicapped; librarians;
and Pishop Colleges in Texas junior high school teachers;
and West Virginia State Col- and those qualified to teach
lege, and had served the State English, social studies, math,
Departments of Education in science, Latin and similar subTexas and Mississippi. He was jects.
a trustee of Rust College at Basic qualifications dictate
Holly Springs, Miss., and had that applicants must be single,
been awared honorary degrees no dependents, hold bachelor's
ust and Texas College at degree and be age 21. Further
r.
details may be obtained by
Since joining the A&I facul- contacting the U.S. Civil Servty in 1943, Dr. Flowers has aid- ice Board at the Depot, 458ed greatly in expanding the 4411, extension 336.
teacher training and research
programs in agriculture.
Your Negro History
The university's president,
W. S. Davis =said, "the Com- Hampton Institute was
missioner of Education had opened in Virginia in 1868.
just approved him as Interim
Dean of the School of Agriculture and Home Economics (on
Wednesday, May 20, 1904), reCAN YOU USE
placing Dean M. F. Spaulding
who'succumbed to a heart atMORE,
The classes are held at night in order that the
tack last month . . . Flowers
replace."
will be difficult to
adult may continue his education without leaving
He was a member of Kapp
Inc.
Fraternity,
Alpha Psi
his family or job. College credits applicable
GROUND FLOOR
Immediate survivors include:
BUILDING
STERICK
L.
Edward
Mrs.
toward
a degree, may be earned in these evening
daughter,
a
'WHERE TOWS IINT YOU
(Patricia) Whitmore, three
PotfitRiNTIAL
GET
classes.
grandsons — Walter Flowers,
SERVICE
Edward Louis, and Carlton
Copeland Whitmore — a n d

Memphian Gets
Psychology BA
From Kalamazoo

*

Aopointed To TRAFCO Staff In Nashville
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Dr. Flowers At
A &I Victim Of
Nevi Ilttick

VI/t

Grider To Speak
At 14th Ward Club

TePthers Needed
For Prrrrs
9ew Aproimtmenti

CAR WASH $

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•

University of Tennessee
Memphis Center

I!g

Offers Evening Classes In:

know

• BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
• ENGINEERING

•'LIBERAL ARTS

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Vost of the classes, meet only one *night a week,
for three hours. The cost of the course is only

hers

$24.00, plus text books.

Who puts
true cherry flavor
in vodka?
DARK CYCS
that's who!
And orange and Igne and
grape and lemon and mint,
Ins
each added to the
world's finest vodka Just
pour over ice, add a mixer
If you wish, and enjoy

DARK EYES FRUIT 1IVbRED

VODKA
(0
70 PROOF •
CIFAR SPRINGPRROR9
DIS it
.4IE MOOT XV
.110.

During the past year more than four thousand
adults attended the evening classes.

Some of the most popular subjects are:
.COMMUNICATIONS
. ACCOUNTING
• MANAGEMENT
• REAL ESTATE
• SOCIOLOGY

847 Madison Av. 527-3989

Two telephones... each matched to the individual needs
of two busy people. Hers, a step-saving wall telephone in
the kitchen. Hirt, a Card Dialer—the answer to frequently
called numbers. Using coded cards, it dials fast and
accurately—automatically. Both are convenient, practical,
low in cost. For details, call your Telephone Company
Business Opce.
7 S. Busy homemakers find the Card Dialer useful, too.
Southern Bell
buvuisg You

40.

T.11,-, ,..01.1frotr-",7,0u4.4r.i4/- •
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Collins Chapel
Program Will
Honor Fathers

Club To Give Annual
Tea This Sunday

or & Wife To
onored At
rim Church ir

The YM&W Charity club
plans to give its annual tea at
867 S. Parkway East, Sunda4
and Mrs. W. Herber
The Cooperative Circle of
June 21, from 4 to 7 p.m.
, Sr., will be honored
Collins Chapel CME church
an annual Father's Day
announces the club's secretary,
will observe Father's Day with
an Annual Tea on Sunday, June
Mrs. Evelyn McRae. President
eyt
. tSeP
co
ilngdrim
at L
itopritis
Na
21, in a program to begin at
.if the club is Mrs. Altura Lee.
4 p.m.
The tea is open to the pub- ., at 3p .m. this coming Sunday. Sponsoring the program
lic
The speaker for the occasion
are the United Singing Union
will be Elder Blair T. Hunt,
and the Brewster Aires,
who will pay tribute to the
Appearing on the program
fathers.
will be Mrs. Marie Jackson,
All fathers will receive some
i
Miss Bernice Armstrong, Miss
token. An award will be given
Henri Jean Johnson, Meta
to the oldest and the youngest
'Laura Young, Mrs. Ella Clarlr
JO ANN GRIFFIETH
father present, and also to the
NEW YORK — Who ever heard'Williams, also musical nuriggi
one with the largest family. So ann griffieth gide
and Uniteir
Jo Ann GA/Beth, daughter of of people writing in for a I begs by Pilgrim
The public is invited.
Singing choirs, Jerusalem Ela%
Mrs. Elizabeth Proctor is Mrs. Everlina Griffieth of 441 poster in order to frame a porcho '
Mt.
Pisgah
tist
chorus,
president of the Circle, a n d S. Lauderdale, had a perfect tion of it? Well, that's exactly
Mt. Calvary and Anti°
Rev. William Smith pastor of attendance record at Georgia what they are doing, declared
choirs.
the church,
Avenue Elementary school for Roy Wilkins, executive secre*
Rudy Henderson of WLO
the past year and received only tary of th eNAACP this week. will be master of ceremon
A's and B's. The seventh grade
Wilkins said a /964 poster Chairman of the program is.,
student is the granddaughter appealing for NAACP member- Mrs. Lillian Warford. Vice
Of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Elsie ships, bearing a photograph of chairman is Mrs. J. Kirby,
and a niece of C. W. Elsie of Mrs. Medgar W. Evers, has beadNew Albany, Miss. The student come the most popular
vertisement the Association
is a member of the junior choir
usher Sward, DOWCOMBI. ,
has ever produced. The NAAMoth. of Chem*.
The Mission Circle of Col- of New Hope Baptist church. CP National Office has been
Nurses, SAINIonary.
lins CME church will present
Prayer lend
deluged with telephone calls
a "four seasons" tea on Sun- Rise In Rocketry
and letters requesting copies of
Nylon, Douse. Coffees,
day, June 28, from 4 to 6 p.m.,
Poplin,
Saes 5 le 52
was
it
In just 11 years, the Catholic the poster ever since
Lang,Shod and AS Sleeves
and the public is invited.
first displayed in New York
Digest
states,
the
U.S.
has
gone
A program will highlight
15111111 VOR 11511212
City subways in May.
AliO 0111,11111ATIONS
rthe tea, and fashions will be from the 70-foot tall Redstone
Mrs.
of
photograph
The
Saturn
the
164-foot
rocket
to
church
shown by models. The
Lowftt Prim Aveileble
murdered
the
of
Evers,
widow
thrust
times
more
I,
with
20
Washington
WRITE FOR FREE CATAI.04
is located at 676
at liftoff. Saturn V. the moon NAACP Mississippi field secree.
which first ap- SPRINGER EAMON UNIFORMS
the
one
tary,
is
more
times
100
will
be
rocket,
presiis
Paxton
Mrs. Jean
701 1111.,N.E.
45 Whitehall Si.,
peared in LLIFE Magabine, Washington 1, D.C. Atlimi• 3, 6•0,111
dent of the Circle and Mrs. powerful than that first RedJune 28, 1963.
Lillian Nelson is secretary. stone.

Framing A Poster?
Yes-- That's Right

Mission Circle To
Present Tea At
Collins Chapel

KINDERGARTEN GRADUATES
Youngsters attending the St. James AME Church Daycare
eenter at 600 N. Fourth st. were all dressed in white for
their recent "graduation," and were awarded diplomas
tied with pink ribbons, which was in harmony with class
colors of pink and white. Class mote was "Learning As
We Grow." Frora left on front row are Enroll P. Jones,

Shelia Bridgewater, Terrye Lynn Stewart, Delores Hodges
and George Tyrone Heard. In rear, same order, are
Marvell Heard, Carlton Clemons, Lucious Duffey, Christopher Mitchell and Thomas Wardlow. Mrs. Ethel T. Nelson is director of the center, and Rev. H. L. Starka is pastor of the church. (Henry Ford Photo/.

UNIFORMS

Indifferent Voters
No more than 64 Per cent of
eligible Americans voted in
recent presidential elections,
the Catholic Digest states.

NEED
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iF07
'
4
t1
Roe11
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—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There Is a reason why people
Ilk, to do business with us. You,
too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to help you.
"Open
Thursday and Friday
Night. Until 700 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 100
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Hama Owncid
Horne Operated

EVERYBODY'S
PLAYING
T.V. BINGO
'Tune in Channel 13 WHBQ every Monday
thru Friday and have fun playing T.V.
Bingo. There is a new game every week
and you get a FREE Bingo Card every
time you check out at Big Star. $50.00
will be added to the Jackpot every day
until there is a winner! T.V. Bingo Sponsors and their families are ineligible to
play T.V. Bingo.
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MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:00 A.M. to 11:30 P.M.

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
“ro• Ilk• to coy ye.; to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department oi
Insurance and Banking.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 1-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-1611
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TOPS AT PILGRIM RES"!
Reginald Simmons, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Simmons of 1616 S. Bellevue st.,
was crowned king of the Children's Division of the Sunday School department of
the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church for soliciting the highest number of patrons for the
Annual Tea, and here he is seen receiving his crown from Rev. J. L. Lindsey,
Pastor of the church. A highlight of the
program was the singing of the Owen College choir under the direction of Mrs.
Mildred Green with Mrs. Beatrice Bell
accompanying the group at the piano.
Louis Vance was chairman. Mrs. Alma W.
Anderson is superintendent of the Children's Division.—(MeClariston photo)

Cornerstone To
Be Laid Sunday
In Humboldt

SAVE 80*trzr:14
inn

each time you buy 2 half-gatIona of
11,1,1

illIlulIflhl
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Morni
tion i
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Morni
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1Th CART HOME SAVINGS!

Refresher Course
hi Typing To Be
Offered At YWCA

i'l;Onev
There are 25,000 unqualified
"psychological experts" in the
U.S. making $375 million a
year, the Catholic Digest states.

cousin

AT YOUR FOOD STORE

Because young adults are
facing their first job experiRev. J. B. Outlaw, pastor of ences, desirous of upgrading
Zion Hill Baptist church of their present employment or
Dayton, Ohio, will be the contemplating reentry into the
guest speaker on Sunday, job market, the Sarah Brown
June 21, during morning ind Branch of the Young Women's
evening services at St. James Christian Association is offerBaptist church in Humboldt. ing a refresher course in typeHe is former pastor of St. writing.
For a period of five weeks,
James.
During the afternoon serv- women and girls wish to brush
ices, which starts at 2:30 p.m., up on their typing and office
a cornerstone will be placed decorum may attend a class
in the new education building from 6 to 7:30 p.m. on Mondays
and Thursdays at the YWCA.
of the church.
The ceremony for the Cor- Classes will begin on Monnerstone services will be con- day. June 29th. Miss Rosa RobEducation
Business
ducted by Masonic lodges of inson,
the area, with J. H. House Teacher at B.T. Washington
officiating. He will be assisted High School will teach the
by other worshipful masters. class.
The cost of the course is $5.All members of Eastern Star
are asked to be present for the 00 for the 10 lessons and will
include use of the typewriters.
services.
In charge of the church pro- Membership in the YWCA is
gram are L. G. Bonds, M. H. not required for this course.
For additional information,
Croom and I. H. Ledford. The
nhone the YWCA Branch. 948public is invited
Rev. J. T. Freeman is pastor 0493.
of the church.

Psychoquacks

MIDWEST MILK

Negroes served not only
the Union forces but the Confederate forces during the Civil War. Many of 'them were
cooks.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

'

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

B H

TAILORS

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tenn
"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
Get your FREE Fairgrounds coupons at

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Sate
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Big Star.

They are worth Mt on any

adult ride and 5e on any Kiddieland
.5

Ride.

Save up a handful and have fun
with your Friends at the Fairgrounds!
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!Ryan.
James M. Shade, Brenda
Thomas, Dawlyn Warlix, Deborah Whittington, Bobbye Wilburn, Carolyn Wilson and
Charles W. Yett.
Scholarship prises were
awarded to William L. Rhea.
first prise: Vera I.. Rice, SOC.
gond prize.
URBANA. Ill. — Post-graduation plans for Miss the Chicago Urban League
The junior oratorical win- Marvinia M. Randolph,
a finalist in the recent Uni- and worked as a secretary for
ners were as follows. Halton
a business agency.
W. Williams, first prise: Mi- versity of Illinois May Queen contest, are teaching
A 1960 Hyde Park High
chael Young. second prise. dance and physical education at Evanston Township School graduate, she was seand Arnetta Hankers, honor- high school and getting married.
lected by the girls as "Girl of
A 21-year-old senior in -able mention.
the Year" her senior year.
dance
education,
she
is
the
Hunter of Chicago who is a High school activities includDr. E. S. Kilgore, M. L.
daughter
of
Mr.
and
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Mareducation
senior in industrial
Smith and K. T. Fitzpatrick
cheerleader co-captain,
ed
were selected as delegates to vin 0. Randolph, 4583 Oaken- at Illinois. A 1965 summer Girls Athletic Association secweld,
Chicago
(15).
the
wedding
is
planned
by
the Washington County Demretary, senior varieties co.
ocratic Convention which con- Illinois D-qn of Women couple.
chairman, student council and
Miriam
A.
Sheldon
points
out
vened in Jonesboro, Tenn., on
Asked how she decided on the national honor society.
that the seven May Oueen Illinois' dance curriculum, Her parents work for the
May 23.
finalists are "the outstanding ,
senior women on campus."
JACKSON
Miss Randolph's credential,
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Hannah Durham of 435 include being on the College
S. Liberty St. left recently for of Physical Education dean's
Chicago and other points list five times, junior class
north where she will visit honors, a 4.1 all-university
children and other relatives. grade-point average on a fiveAt a revival meeting held point system and memberat Home Baptist Church, the ship on Mortar Board, senior
Rev. Shelby Briggs of Salem women's scholastic and activiBaptist Church was the evan- ty honorary. She also was •
gelist. Twenty-five converts tapped for Shi-Ai, sophomore
and new members were added sorority women's activity honthe church. The Rev. T. orary.
'SARCASM'GOES OVER LIKE A TAP DANCE
Ges,
torim
pastor.
She is a member of Alpha
Scoring heavily with their precision tapping In "Sarcasm.•••
Maxine Feriruson, of Southern Pints; Seporla Holland. of
Kappa Alpha social sorority
one of the dance numbers on a Bennett College program.
Richmond, Va., and Barbara James, of Charleston, S.C.,
Vacation Bible School with where she has served as preswere, left to right: Misses Sonja Hazard, of New York;
who choreographed the number.
held at Liberty C.M.E. Church' ident and social chairman
last week. Approximately 500 and is currently parliamenIHamilton in Corinth, Miss,
Miss Daisy Redd is home Crump, of Nashville, Tenn., young people attended. Mrs. tarian and rush chairman. A
I Mrs. Collean Maddox, Mrs. from Hollysprings, where she presentation of class by Miss Devernice Bryant was in former student senator, Miss
Luffenia Luster, and Mrs. Ethel taught school this past ses- Callie Gillespie, class advisor, charge, supported by the var- Randolph was a 1963 Homeious boards of the church and coming Queen semi-finalist.
Lce Young from Red Bay, Ala., sion.
awarding of diplomas by John
STARKVILLE
Dancing occupies most of
went to Jackson Miss., and re- Mrs. Alberta Zallicoffer is on Seward, chairman of Board several of the teachers and coworkers. Rev. C. F. Odom, her spare time. She was a
By LEANDY MOORE
ceived their diploma on their the sick list.
of Education, conferring of
pastor.
T h e Inter-Denominational Bible course.
member
of the U. of I. modern
Master Shed Jones is in the awards by C. Howard McMinisterial Alliance held its Rev. W. C. Cummings, pastor hospital, suffering from a se- Corke, superintendent of city Funeral services for Mrs. dance group that was featured
Annual Banquet June 4th at of the Piney Grove Missionary vere burn for the past three Public Schools, music, bene- Lizzie Poole were held at guest artists Feb. 29 at the
Horne Baptist Church with the third annual St. Louis (Mo.)
Gri f f in C hap el Methodist Baptist Church, transported weeks.
diction by Rev. Charles J.
Rev. T. Grimes officiating. In- Ballet Dance Festival.
Church,Rev. J. W. Mosley, host them to Jackson.
Johnson, recessional with muMrs.
Carrie
Coleman
of
terment was in Mt. Olivet Campus events that Mira
Minister.
Rev. fl B. Owens, Jr., pastor Memphis, Tenn. spent the sic by the band: .
Cemetery with Ford Funeral Randolph has participated in
The Rev. W. G. Prueitt, Sup- of the East Fifth Street Mis- weekend here with relatives.
The senior class of 1964 is Horne in charge.
are 1962 Spring Musical,
erintendent of the Starkville sionary Baptist Church,
the second largest class in the
Mrs. Poole was born and "West S:de Story": Partch
District of the Upper Missis- preached a rousing sermon.
history
of
High
Langston
reared ih Madisod County Musical, "Revelation in ill
sippi Conference, gave the wet-- The church is greatly in need TENNESSEE
School.
and was the daughter of the Courthouse Park": two dance
e address which was re- of donations, -.Bev. Owens
JOHNSON CITY
The graduates are James H. late Mr. and Mrs. Sales Manus. division Mother's Day proWnded by Lucious Outlaw of points out.
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Akins, Sara A. Avery, Verl J. She was a member of Home grams: several dance division
the city.
The commencement exercise Belton, Harold L. Birks, Mary Baptist Church and served as dance concerts; dance day proMrs. Emma Brooks was guest
GOODMAN
for Langston High School au- F. Blalock, James Bradley, secretary of the Senior Choir. grams: and last year's NAAsoloist. Rev. J. E. Stewart, the
By MRS.
James R. Charles, Michael R. Survivors are a daughter, CP benefit dance.
Secretary gave the history of PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA ditorium on the niglit of May
28 had the following program: Daughtery, Nathaniel Faw Mrs, Ella Black; two sisters, "I enjoyed it very much,"
the Alliance.
Lail. Sunday was regular Overture with music by the Thelma Fields, James L. Gil- Mrs. Lena Roberson and Mrs. says Miss Randolph of her
The Annual Message 11••11
service day at Walden Chapel band, processional with music bert, Alma Gillespie.
Evelyn Drake; a brother, Rev. student teaching last semester
delivered by the Rev. Chester
Methodist Church. Rev. Hob- by the band, with Scripture Claude Gions, Nancy J. Edward Manus of Cleveland; at Evanston Township high,
Cobb. To climax the evening
ber, new pastor of the church, and prayer by Rev. Charles Goines, Kenneth J. Hamilton, Ohio, and six grandchildren. school.
MARVIITIA M. RANDOLPH
the Ministers and guests re•• *
preached an outstanding ser- J. Johnson, music by the Glee Charles Hendricks, Ann E.
She is engaged to Frank
tired to the Social zoom for remon.
Club, welcome by Vera L. Johnson, Lewis F. Locke, Services for Roger W.
----- Miss Randolph explains that Chicago Board of Education.
freshments and fellowship. Mrs. JiCate Gray has
return- Rice, farewell by William L. Janice McAdams, Sarah J. Brunson were held at J. P.
she came here planning to en_ Her father formerly played
Rev. J. H. Robinson, president. ed after three weeks in De- Rhea, music by the Glee Club,
charge.
Murrary, Patricia A. Price, Baptist Church, the Rev. R. L.
trumpet with Louis Arm•••
troit, Mich., where she at- presentation of speaker by William L. Rhea, James N. Lanier officiating. Burial was Services for Clara Bell at roll in chemistry. "I wanted strong's band.
Mrs El iz Xb e t h Gladney tended the funeral of her Mrs. Rose Z. Carson, principal,
Baptist Church teach but / wasn't sure what
Creek
Cain
Robinson, William R. Rhea, in Smith Cemetery with SteWhite, and niece Mrs: Ermaline niece.
subject."
'
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encci
address by Dr. Oliver W. John E. Russaw, Rose M. phenson-Shaw Morticians in with the Rev. A. E. Freeman supa
Gladney of St. Louis, Missouri
and Felix Jarman officiating.
an obvious Fails, Shoots Teacher
were visitors in Starkville and
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in
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Burial was
New Prospect community last
Cemetery with Bledsoe Funer- choice. Her parents had per- BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
mitted her to take private (UPI) — Prof. Svetislav Gavriweek; they were accompanied
al Home in charge.
to Starkville by Mrs. Mary
Prof. and Mrs. James Poe dancing lessons for eight years lovic, 25, stood up in class and
'Yates of the Rock Hill comare the very proud parents of at the Chicago Musical Col- announced that one of his stumunity, who has been in St.
a fine baby girl born to them lege. "With the condition that dents, Milenlco Savic, 19, had
Leans visiting her daughter,
on June 2 at Jackson-Madison I also take piano lessons," she flunked,
Savic drew a pistol, police
Mrs. Julia Mae Moore.
County General Hospital. The
Wednesday evening Mrs.
mother and daughter were doIn June, she will receive said and shot the professor
dead as the class looked on.
te was the guest of her
ing nicely at this writing.
her
d sbachelor
achelor of science degree
cousin, Mrs. Rosa Stewart.
in
physical
education
with
a
913
Robert
Poole
of
Bayard
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Ave., St. Louis, Mo., was a re- dance specialty.
Miss Gwendolyn Morri s.
cent visitor in the home of his She sews many of her own
Catherine
of
Mrs.
daughter
aunt, Mrs. 011ie Long, at 523 clothes and makes decorated
Morris, is spending her vacaS. Liberty St., Jackson, Tenn. candles as a hobby. Interesttion in Chicago with her cousin.
ed in arts and crafts, Miss
Mrs. Emma Jean Moore. Miss
Funeral rites for Mrs, Myrtle Randolph also loves all sports,
Morris is a student of M. V.
Boykins of 218 First St., were especially horseback riding.
College and will be in her
held at the First Baptist Bridge and reading are two 13—Corresponcrence
senior year this fall.
Church with the Rev. J. M. more of her interests.
Clubs
Cunningham officiating. In- One of her biggest thrills at
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Portugal And Africa
If the report that is now
abroad is true, then there is
some justification for the view
that some progress is in the making with regard to the bitter conflict between Portugal and her
African colonies.
• The government at Lisbon is
said to have called on independent African states to talk over
the problems of preserving peace
and security on their continent.
The Portuguese proposal was
made in response to a recent
move by Africans at the United
Nations to resume informal talks
on the question of Portugal's African possessions.
The talks with the Portuguese
were broken off last October
when the participants were unable to reach an agreement over
the meaning of self-determination,
The Africans contended that

self-determination meant selfrule, unconditional sovereignty
or complete independence. This
is the meaning that has been attributed to the term in modern
times. In the parlance of the political scientist, self-determination confers upon a people the
right to organize and regulate
their own form of government.
Portugal, however, took the
view that self-determination implied freedom for Angola, Mozambique and other overseas
territories to remain integral
parts of Portugal.
The two interpretations are
not entirely incompatible. There
is plenty ground for reconciliation. It is this possibility that
has finally caused the two sides
to renew their discussions of the
issues that have threatened
world peace in the last three
years.
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By HARRY GOLDEN

Jordan World's Fair Mural

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
On Tuesday, June 9th three
students were refused admittance at the Leslie M. Stratton
YMCA because they were from
New York, and two of them
were on their way to Mississippi. The Desk Clerk suspected that two of the students
were planning to participate
in the Mississippi Summer
Project, and told the students
"your kind are not wanted
here." Clearly, this action was
not consistent with national
YWCA policy. First, guests at
a YMCA should not be required to say where they are going; and second, where a person is going should be irrelevant to his obtaining lodging at
a YMCA.
Considering these facts and
the fact that the Desk Clerk
was acting without authority,
I advised the two students
with me that we should remain in the YMCA until the
situation was corrected. Upon
informing the Desk Clerk of
our decision, he threatened to
call the police. We remained
in the lobby.
I called Mr. Johnny C. Alexander, Metropolitan General
Secretary. to request his advice
and assistance. He agreed that
the Clerk's refusal to admit us
was not in accord with YMCA
policy; and he promised to
check into the situation. Finally. two of us were given rooms.
I was refused again, this time
because I had 'caused trouble.'
If patient per.serverance in the
face of injustice is "causing
trouble," I hope I never tire of
causing this kind of trouble.
The Clark then refused to ac-

cept a $10 American Express
Travelers Check and forced the
boys to pay cash; the boys were
also told that they were confined to the floor their room
was on and the lobby. It is clear
that this kind of action neither
represents the spirit nor helps
to achieve the purpose of the
Young Men's Christian Asso.
ciation
The incident discussed abov,
served to remind again of the
painfully unjust and shamefully un-Christian policy of racial segregation which all but
one of the YMCAs in our city
maintain, even while privately
owned hotels and motels are
opening their facilities to all
people. I still hope and firmly
believe that an organization
like the YMCA can lead the
community in such progress.
and so grow to become what
its high and noble purpose calls
it to be.
At a time when our city has
decided not to open the public
pools again this summer, is it
not possible, and even necessary, that the Young Men's
Christian Association open its
facilities to everyone on a nondiscriminatory basis, and to
help to paint the way toward
a new Memphis. where the harriers between black people and
white people will be broken
down and all people will work
together to build a city of love
and understanding.
Respectfully,
Ronald J. Young,
Student Mat Centen
Student Ass't
Centenary Methodist
Church 653 Alston Ave.

AN OPEN LETTER
Mr. 0. Z. Evers
445 Tillman St.
Memphis, Tenn
Dear Mr. Evers:
On April 30, 1964, this writer asked and demanded that
You give the Sanitation Department employees your political and moral support. On May 1964, to the Tri-State
Defender you said—quote "I am still willing to help the
Sanitation Department organize."
Mr. Evers, I. Rev. J. C. Richardson, past President of
the Unity League and a bonafide charter member of the
executive board of the Unity League, ask you this: Why
did you ignore my telephone calls and registered letters?
Why did you ignore the many telephone calls and telegrams from Mr. Thomas 0. Jones. president of the Independent Workers Association? Why did you ignore the
telephone calls from Mr. Bill Ross, executive secretarytreasurer of the Memphis AFL-CIO Labor Council, in
regard to organizing of the sanitation Department?
Mr. Evers, do you remember the commitments
Commissioner Sisson made at our meeting in regard to
organized labor in the Sanitation Department? I ask you
what deals and committrnents did you and Commissioner
Sisson make outside of the Unity League meeting?
Mr. Evers. are you a political leader that Is afraid to.
work with the other political leaders and organizations?
Will You wait until we have endorsed candidates this year
and will you endorse the same ones so you can say "Me
To?" Mr. Evers, I say you are a "Me To and A Yes. Yes"
political leader.
Signed
Rev. J. C. Richardson
1579 On St.
Memphis, Tenn.
Paid Ads
Paid Adv.

I do not see how Robert Moses
could have done it any other
way. He had to deny requests
to picket the Jordanian pavilion
at the New York World's Fair.
The controversy concerns a
mural in the Arab exhibit in
which the Jordanians use space
at the New York World's Fair
for propaganda purposes in their
declared hope to wipe out Israel
and all its inhabitants.
If they want to indulge themselves in this bad taste, let
them. The visitors to the Fair
are not fools. I would hesitate
to use pickets which only advertise the exhibit and bring
more people to view the silly
mural.
I believe the wise course now
is for the American-Israel pavilion to issue a pamphlet to all
visitors urging them to see the
Jordanian-bad-taste mural. In
this pamphlet the Israelis ought
to reproduce the authenticated
radio broadcasts of the Arab
leaders in 1948 in which they
urged the Arabs of Palestine to
flee Israel temporarily, to get out
of the line of fire, at least until
the Israelis were pushed into
the Mediterranean.
I would also publish the facts
that the Arabs, who did not heed
this urgent threat, live in peace
and security in Israel; in fact
three Arabs are members of the
Israeli Parliament.

I would also print in this pamphlet several basic facts of Middle East life: for instance Israel
is the only country in the Middle
East in which there are such luxuries as a "former" Prime Minister, a "former" President, and a
"former" Chief of Staff. In the
Arab countries, all the "formers"
have either been killed off or
had succeeded in escaping to
Switzerland.
I would also publish a photo
of Khrushchev and Nasser pinning medals on each other and
'reproduce the Jordanian law
which calls for cutting off the
right hand of convicted petty
thieves, and after documenting
that slavery still exists — by
law—in Jordan, I'd leave, their
little old pavilion alone — unpicketed.
And in passing I would add
that Israel came into being because of a vote of the United
Nations, based on the Balfour
Declaration, the San Remo Conference (to which the Arabs
were signatories), the AngloAmerican Commission, four
resolutions of the United States
Senate, and the prophecy in the
Book of Ezekiel, that God will
restore Israel to the Jewish people,jand "cause the cities to be
inhabited, and the land that was
desolate to become like the Garden of Eden."
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Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
stood on a raised platform on
the fifth floor of his national
campaign headquarters, the hot
lights of the television cameras
beating down upon him. A plethora of microphones were
standing on or attached to the
speakers stand. Scores of newsmen, photographers, radio and
newsreel people were in front
of him.
The Governor wan making his
second appearance here within
the span of 13 hours. The night
before, he had come to face the
media as California piled up
Republican primary votes which
seemed to give an unsurmountable lead to his opponent, Sen.
Barry Goldwater.

BY AL DUCKETT

One of the networks had predicted that the Senator was the
winner. Virtually everyone believed the Governor could not
come from behind. The Governor refused to believe it.
The following morning, the
world learned that he had come
from behind and renewed hope
grew in the hearts of his supporters. But this was not to be
the final story. When the
votes began coming in from Los
Angeles County, Goldwater,
once again, had amassed an impressive lead.
Those who expected the Governor to show disappointment
as he went through the grim
business of conceding defeat,
were in for a surprise. He was

Notwithstanding
by Thaddeus T. Stokes
CRUMBLING OF A BARRIER
A historial barrier to the
passage of Civil Rights legislation crumbled last week when
the U.S. Senate voted 71 to 29
to invoke cloture which limited the debate on the current
Civil Rights legislation to one
hour each for senators. Leader
of the Southern filibuster, Senator George Russell of Georgia,
has already given aid and comfort to would-be violators of law
when he said "it will require
the U.S. Army to enforce the
Civil Rights bill.if it becomes
law."
Senator Russell said that the
"right to use private property as
the owner sees fit is so ingrained in Americans of Irish-English
blood until they will not surrender this traditional right."
The senator's statement violates the letter and the spirit of
the Constitutional which he
swore to uphold. It is unfortunate
that a man as brilliant as Senator Russell is so blinded by racial prejudices until he has the
unmigrating gall to promote
property rights over human
rights. He does a disservice to
our form of democratic government when he even suggests that
some who disfavor the passage
of the Civil Rights bill should
violate it if it becomes law
throught our democratic process.
75-DAYS OLD
The issue is not black Americans versus white Americans—
but it is a moral and spiritual
issue of justice, equality and
freedom for all Americans.
Segregation, prejudice and discrimination based solely on
color is wrong.
A breakdown of the vote for

cloture was 44 Democrats and
27 Republicans voted for it. 33
Democratic and six Republicans
voted against it. The vote required only 11 minutes to "gag"
the 75-day-old filibu-Aer.
Senator Russell and all other
persons who aide an abett racial
prejudices are directly responsible for breeding crime, illegitimacy, ignorance, and welfare
cases. To deny Negroes or anyother minority racial group in
America equal opportunities relegate them to a life of ignorance, poverty and frustrations
—doomed to a miserable life on
some public welfare agency's
roll.
BILL WILL PASS
Property rights can never be
as important as human rights.
Men own property but nobody
own men. Man was not created
by God to be used as chattel.
The worth of the individual and
the interrelation of men's actions on each other must be
mutual benefit or conflict will
result.
Where in the holy Bible or
in the U.S. Constitution can the
Russells, the Eastlands, the Talmadges, justify the moral and
legal right that a man who
wishes can use his property to
serve the public and make his
living by doing so — yet he
discriminate that public according to color. No man has the
moral right to use his private
property to crash the dignity of
another man, to subject him to
inhumane treatment. No matt
has the moral right to require
a black man to turn white to be
'accorded equal service in public accommodations, public
schools, and tax-supported institutions.
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Terror Acts Hurt...Cause
Within the past few weeks,
acts of violence and vandalism
on the part of Negro youngsters
in Harlem and Brooklyn have
commanded the headlines of the
daily press.
Notwithstanding the fact that
the newspapers seem to have
gone out of their way to project
these highly regrettable incidents, the fact cannot be either
denied or ignored that there is
fire behind this smoke.
It is well and good for us to
protest against the sensationalism — and in corn. cases — distortion which has been projected
by the prom we neither can nor
should we try to sweep under
the rug the ugly reality which
is staring us in the face.
Youngsters will be youngsters
and juvenile deliquency and
crime exists among whites as
well as among Negroes. It is also
true that Negroes as well as
white people have b3en the victims of Negro crimi
Yet, this is beside the point.
We are living in a most delicate
and dangerous atmosphere. We
are at crisis point in our struggle
for civil rights and the realization of the aims of the Negro
Revolution. We cannot afford to
give anyone—supposed friend of
known foe — ammunition with
which to snipe against this momentous crusade against racial
injustice.
I wish I could have a heartto-heart, man-to-man talk with
some of the youngsters who, by
their blindly reckless acts, are
endangering the freedom struggle.
I would tell them that they
are playing right into the bands
of the enemy. I would tell them
that they are alienating from our
cause people of good will who
could bring something of value
to our search for freedom.

I would say to them frankly
that no one who is sincere about
fieedom will desert the fight because of isolated instances
which are exaggerated in the
press. But I would point out to
them that, whether or not anyone is justified in deserting the
cause for this spurious reason,
the fact is that this is what is
happening.
I would say to them that, first
and foremost, they are doing
themselves great harm, destroying their own lives and injuring
their own personalities. I would
say next that they are hurting
the image of the community in
which they live. I would remind
them that they are bringing grief
to their families and friends.
I would add that they are violating the basic principle of the
good life by striking out at people who are, in the main, innocent people.
I would tell these kids that
they are hurting our chances of
winning the greatest goal which
a people have ever sought to attain.
I would point out to them that
they are stomping brutally on
the graves of the Birmingham
kids, on the soil beneath which
a Medgar Evers and a John
Kennedy sleep, the sleep of martydom.
I would say that they are
building the links in a chain
which could hold their children
to come and their children's
children in the grip of the same
slavery of segregation from
which we now seek to break
loose.
I do not believe there is any
organized hate movement among
the Nartro people. That is one
lesson, thank God, that we have
failed to imitate despite the example let for us by the white
man.
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MOUNTAIN, THatoucro4
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parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
-,-•• GUEST COLUMNIST
Davis.
ERMA LEE LAWS
, Mrs. Mabel McNeary and
TRAVEL TIME
It's that time again, when her mother entertained with
the trend is to travel, and an al fresco party last Friday
Qt1I' scribe, Marjorie
Ulen, evening in the beautiful surher daughter, Lynne, and her roundings of their Neshoba
father, Charles Iles, Sr., took road home in Germantown.
elt Friday for a summer filled
The Women's Auxiliary to
MR. AND MRS. JOE YOUNG
wHis school and entertainment the Volunteer State Medical
ea;only New York can offer. Association will hold their
Iny the meantime it will be meeting at the Sarah H. Brown
my'pleasure to sub for Marge. Branch of the YWCA June •
Summer study has beckoned 16-18 with State President
te,Mrs. Bernice Calloway who Mrs. N. B. Callian of Chattatirtit Indiana University study- nooga presiding.
ing . toward her Ph.D. no • less
Theme for the three-day
11121 Mrs. Bernice Cole is
working on her master's at meet is "Insure Our Future!
Keep Interested, Informed, In- Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Raymond Mr. Young is a graduate of Tucker Bullard, Mrs. Clara
the University of Southern
Lynom entertained with a Tennessee State University Ntmnally, Miss Geraldine
volved."
Lywedding reception for their where he was a member of
-'11;friguist Miss Mose Yvonne Social activities for the beauteous daughter Joyce and Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. He nom, Miss Sainye Lynam, Miss
include
luncheon at the
Loyce Lynom, Miss Lillie P,earl
Ralooks, daughter of Rev. and ladies
her husband Joe Alfred Young is a teacher at Klondike
Mis. P. E. Brooks, will receive Passport Room of thte Metro- at the Top Hats and Tails Club- School, a member of the Mem, Van Pelt, Mrs. Lorraine Chandler,
Airport,
politan
a
Rev. Louise Lynom and
card
party
.140t master's at the end of the
house May 31. The handsome phis Jr. Chamber of Commerce Miss Santa Brown.
summer from Columbia Uni- on the spacious lawn of Dr. young couple were married in and the Elks.
and Mrs. A. E. Home, lunchGuests enjoying the chamrie•ity.
eon at the Luau restauarant a private ceremony at St. Au- RECEIVING LINE
pagne and admiring the beaurell-known Mrs. Anderson and a cocktail party at the gustine Catholic Church by
Miss Harry Mae Simons in- tiful gifts were: Mr. and Mrs.
Bridges who is studying at Top Hat and Tails Clubhouse. Rev. Theodore Wesier, 0.F.M., troduced guests to the receivW. 0. Reed, Mrs. Narcissa
pastor.
uessee A&I State Univering line and in the line were: Jones, Mrs. Ellen Beal, Mr.
Wednesday's
,y was home over the week- Highlighting
BRIDE AND GROOM
program will be an address For her wedding reception Mr. and Mrss. Raymond Ly- and Mrs. George Brown, daughena to visit with her spouse
the lovely young bride chose a nom, parents of the bride, Mr. ter, Smith and son, Aered; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Louis Tate, Jr.. are
Harrison at. Mrs. Tate is the former Miss
410, children and brought on "Capital Punishment" by short pale blue organza dress and Mrs. Joe Alfred Young,
Mrs. Mattie Tyus, Mr. and Mrs. seen here shortly after their wedding on
Assistant United States AtJessie Bell Pittman. He is the son of Mr.
Milne houseguests Mr. and
wore
taffeta.
over
blue
She
silf
the
groom;
bride
and
Mr. and
Christian, Mrs. Onzie
Sunday, June 7, in the home of the bride's
and Mrs. Walter Tate, Sr., of 1654 HarMrs. Harold Hunter and their torney C. 0. Horton. Mrs. Le- silk shoes, white pearls and Mrs. Ernest A. Young, Sr., the George
Horn, Mrs. Anni* Mae Willians, mother, Mrs. Alberta Richardson of 1648
rison st.—(B. C. MoChriston photo)
tym,children, Mickey and Her- land Atkins is chairman of earrings and long white gloves, groom's parents; Mrs. M. L. Mr. Charles Steins
and Paul
the Executive Board and
old. Jr.
her wrist was adorned with Lynom, t h e bride's. grand- Wyatt, Mrs. Clair Funraly. Mrs.
W
Mrs
Stanley
G
is
Ish,
Jr.,
Hunter is basketball
mother, Mrs. Samuel Peace, the M. A. Gilliam and son, H. A.
program chairman for the an orchid.
cqgc,h at Tennessee State. Mrs.
The bride's table which was bride's aunt, Mrs. Ernest Gilliam, Jr., Mr. a n d Mrs.
meeting.
state
Zither Brown is also studying
circular was draped with Young, Jr., the groom's sister- Johnnie Watson, Mr. and Mrs.
s'.5rennessee State University. BRIDAL PARTY
white net over blue satin and in-law and Mrs. Hattie Wynn Bland, Mrs. Lorice Van Peet,
Mrs.
Brown,
Mr.
George
and
Dr. and Mrs. James S. Byas
the four tiered cake was atop Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Lockard,
and their teenage daughter, Sr., complimented the bridal a mirrored tray.
The reception was directed Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Lindsey,
Meye, winged off last week to party of their daughter, Miss The bride is a graduate of by Mrs. Raychelle Carhee, aunt Mrs. Lorine B. Chandler, Mrs.
Montclair, New Jersey where Smite Brown, and Ralph LeMoyne College and is a of the bride. Hostesses for the Hilliared and daughter, Peggy;
they were joined by their son, Johnson last Saturday evening teacher at Mitchell Road lovely affair were Miss Eliza Mr. Otha Lee, Mrs. Melvin MaJames Spencer Byes, who is at the Flame restaurant. The School. She is a'tnember of the Young, sister of the groom; undy, Mrs. Annie Bell Glass,
a student at Dickinson College handsome young couple were Negro Citizens organization of Mrs. Fannie Edwards, Miss Mr. and Mrs. Isador Wilson,
ii2,7ennsylvania. Mrs. Byes married Sunday, June 14, at which her father is founder. Georgia Lynom, Mrs. Rosetta and many others.
aiM, the children will remain Mount Olive Cathedral.
there all summer with her Pink and green, the lovely
aunt and Or. Byes will be re- young bride's sorority colors,
turning to his practice after were used in the decorations
at the rehearsal dinner, and
a'"Thort respite.
IdAkses Marie and Helen the tables were garnished
Bradford are back after a with green ivy and pink gevie
-ek in Chicago where Helen raniums.
WI'
,. her interview for a teach- Guets attending the dinner
_position in the Chicago were Mrs. Joe Alfred Young,
Tic School System. Helen, a recent bride; Mrs. Narcissus
a Irbdrtat.e,d LeMoyne col- Jones, Miss Gloria Massey,
AUSTIN, Texas — (UPI) — inance, but there arej* penalhas-tauglit for several Alfred Brown, brother of the
Demonstrators demanding ties attached. In itdM'six
,,ears at Riverview Elementary bride; Mrs. Ann Powell, of
teeth for a "voluntary com- Ito a human relations commitSet1861, She has a master's Louisville, Kentucky; Mrs.
pliance" civil rights law had 'out of sven persons appointed
fetter the University of Chi- Mattye Tyus, Mrs. Ellen Beal,
signs ripped from their hands tee set up by the ordinance
earl': We' extend Helen our Laurel, Miss.; Noble Sissle,
by police at a city council refused to serve.
bar.wishes for her new job Jr., of New York City; Miss
meeting and provoked a quar- Shanks said the signs should
in&'city.
Shirley Johnson of Waycross,
rel between council members. be removed to "maintain an
Mit= GRADUATION
Georgia; Mrs. Carolyn John• Councilman Louis Shanks atmosphere of dignity." but
and Mrs. William Lowe son, Mrs. Gloria Henry, Mr.
walked out because other the demonstrators refused to
are at home after having trek- and Mrs. Lee McArrou, Dencouncil members turned down hand over the signs:, and 10
GIFT FOR UNCF
ked off to Milford, Connecti- nis Ezell, Mrs. Juanita Humhis demand that the Negroes policemen took them by force.
John
I).
Rockefeller
III,
chairman
of
was made at the Harvard club, where
the
cut to see their son George phreys, Ronald Mitchell, all
be thrown out.
National Council of the United Negro ColThe demonstrators then
Mortimer was honored by the Fund for
graduate from Milford Prep of Orlando, Florida.
CHARLES W. WEXLER, JR.
There were no arrests. The
lege Fund's 1964 campaign for $3,000,000
his leadership of the Emancipation ('enSchool. Also attending the
demonstration was led by turned their backs to the
council and began praying.
accepts a check for 525,000 from Charles
graduation which was held in
tennial Development Campaign for $30,Charles W. Wexler, Jr. of Booker T. Bonner, civil rights The council returned to its
the Christian and CongregaG. Mortimer, right, chairman of General
000,000.
LeMoyne and Lane in Tennessee.
successful
leader
and
candidate
Detroit has been named to
deliberations, but Shanks intional Church,was Mrs. Lowe's
Foods Corporation. Looking on approvingPhilander Smith in Little Rock and Teefor county commissioner.
terrupted to ask that the dem- ly is
mother, Mrs Minnie Brink- The Annie E. Pickett Circle Chrysler Corporation's personWilliam T. Gusset, chairman of the
With him were four women,
galoo at Tougaloo, Miss., are among the
ey. George will enter Illinois of Coleman Chapel CME nel placement and develop- three teen-agers and six onstrators be thrown out.
Fund's board of directors. Presentation
33 members Of the INCE
Wesleyan University in the church, held its annual tea at ment staff as personnel staff small children. When the "As long as they are quiet,"
said Mrs. Emma Long, a counthe home of Mr. and Mrs. executive. Atty. Wexler, a
all.
council convened, they raised
Mrs. Harry T. Cash motored Louis McLin of Chicago St., graduate of Texas Southern signs reading: "We want an cil member,"I don't see what's
o Califorina and other points last Sunday.
university and the University effective ordinance that covers wrong with it."
West on a leisurely trip, and
The regular monthly meet- of Michiga a Law School, was these areas: (1) Job opportunidr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Rob- ing was held Monday at the a special assistant attorney ties (2) Education (3) Housing
rts are off to South Haven, home of Mrs. Mary Sherrod on general since 1962, and was (4) Public Accommodations."
dichigan to attend the fiftieth Bellevue Blvd., Mrs. Priscilla later appointed successor to the
The council already has
vedding anniversary of her Burke is president.
Attorney General of Michigan. passed one civil rights ordiJ.
MADISON.
N.
—
("1)f
fin
Methodist
Bishop
of 1
Lloyd
Wicke appointed a Nezro as,
By
O'CONNOR
EDWARD
be here nightly through Wed- Over at the Golden HorseSuperintendent of the Metro!
pol:tan District of the New ANAHEIM, Calif. — (UPI) nesday.
shoe Saloon in Frontieriand,
York Methodist Conference. — Whatever happened to the Benny Goodman and his the ageless Duke Ellington
It marked the first time a
hand were playing at the 20,- held teen-agers and their pabig bands of the 1940's
Negro has been appointed to
Walt Disney's hired four of 000 Leagues dance area in To- rents spellbound wish one coma full six-year term in the pre- them!
morrowland. A veteran of 30 position
after another, many
dominantly white district.
years, Goodman still qualifies of his
own. Outside the nonAppointed
superintendent Benny Goodman, Duke El- as
"King
the
of
Swing."
lington,
Basie
Count
and
alcholic saloon, couples were
was the Rey. Dr. Charles A.
Warren, former pastor of St. Wayne King literally are pack- Smooth or jumpy, he appears lined uo for 100 yards waiting
to
be
the
top
attraction
with
Disneyland.
them
in
ing
at
to get inside.
Mark's Methodist Church in
New York City. His territory The four all-time greats of both the older and younger Disney brought in name
generations.
He
had
both
business
together
band
got
the
will include 57 churches in
bands about three years ago
Manhattan, th• Bronx and last Saturday at the Disney- groups clapping their hands as part of his date at Disneyland Hotel to receive coveted and tapping their toes.
West Chester County.
land progam, aimed at giving
The appointment marked the Kowtow Awards — a Mickey A few yards away, at the Southern California's teensecond top post that has done Mouse version of television's space bar, Count Bashi had • agers a wholesome place to V.
to a Negro in the week-long Emmy and Movietown's Os- standing-room-only crowd —
meeting that ended at Drew car. Also honored with a Mous- mostly young adults — beatleer Award were the Elliott ing time frantically to his ini- World's Largest Cross
University.
The Rev. Dr. Charles L. Car. Brothers, whose band now is mitable Jags.
rinaton, nastor of Brooks Me- In its seventh season at Dis- In another part of the park, A cross said to be the bigmorial Methodist Church, Ja- neyland.
waltz king Wayne King had gest in the world stands on a
maica. N.Y.. was named axe- This weekend kicked off the the youngsters and oldsters hill on the Trans-Canada Highannual
band
festival
third
mitt.," secretary of the board
gliding across the floor of the way overlooking Sault Ste.
big
of missions and church 'sten- at Disneyland. After the award Plaza Gardens to the sweat Marie, Ontario, it is a 22-ton,
ceremony, the bandleaders re- smooth strains of such" num- 125-foot steel structure, out(fon ef the conference.
•ired to their respective stands bers as "The Waltz You Saved lined in neon and visible for
iheciiehout the 'park. They'll rot. Me."
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Rip Signs From Texas
Civil Rights Backers

Gives Annual Tea

Swirging Duke, Count,Benny
racing In AtDisneyland

First Negro For
'Methodist Post

0;Am SIP/lents To
4.14Non Al Owen

REGISTER YOUR CLUB
1

Seven piano students of the
E. L. Cole's Piano Studio at
1003 S. Orleans street, have
registered as candidates tot
membership in the National
Fraternity of Student Musicians, sponsored by the National Guild of Piano Teachers.
BEAUTICIANS' PLANNING COMMITTEE
To be heard in auditions at
The Tennessee State Beauticians Association. In, . will
Daisy Norman, Mrs. Lillie E. Little, Mrs. Josephine Smith, Owen college are Frederic
Daisy Metcalf, Clarice
Brooks,
hold its 23rd annual convention In Memphis ()el. 1-7.
Mrs. Altura G. Lee, Mrs. Lula T. (Wens, Mrs. Ann
Gordon, Ella Yvonne Lake,
and shown here are members of the Planning Commit
Brewer, Mrs. Hattie Tuggle, Mrs. Geneva Williams and
tee. Seated from left are Mrs. Clara Shells. Miss Addie M.
Mrs. Lois B. Smith. Seen In inset are Mrs. Charlene Ruth Richardson, Sandra Lake
and Joy Harvey.
Johnson, Mrs. Frances McDonald. Mrs. Theodora Lewis,
Gould, left. and Mrs. Jennie Davis. Meetings will be held
The students will perform
Mn,. Viola Woody and Mrs. ('des Moody. Standing, same
at St. Andrew AME church, Ellis auditorium end the in the presence of an examiner
order, are Mrs. Enla B. Neely. Mrs. leola Levison. Mrs.
Beauticians' Educational building at 522 Linden ave.
I of note from another state.

Name Of Club
President's Nam•

(Last Nam)

(First).;40,4114iddle)

President's Address

(Street)

(City)'

(State)

(Last. Name)

(First)

(Middle)
a4

(Street)

(City)

Secretary's Name
Secretary's Address
•

(State)

Register your club with the Tri State Defender for greater news
coverage. There is no charge. Simply fill out the,
form and mail
It to the Tri State Defender, Post Office Box 311,
is, Tennessee.
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HUMBOLDT
NEWS

by_

PULASKI MEET
home folk happy, in thair
The Tennessee Federation of beautiful home on the hal. ,
Colored
Women's
VACATION TIME
Clubs
met
The meeting was without a
from the Jack.;on City system
In Pulaski, Tenn. with Mes- doubt the best from all standVacation time is here and and Mrs. Freddie Booth from
dames Olga Vern Bakerville, points. The fellowship was
many have begun to spend it Madison County.
Drucilla Tuggle, Carrie Seat, outstanding and the progrlfrn
in various ways; some for
Slated to complete her work
Jennie S. Vance and Dorothy inspirational.
play, some for study and work for the master's degree in suGentry representing the clubs BANNS FETE VISITORS "
and others for just plain rest. pervision at Tennessee A&I
of Humboldt.
The First National Bank ,ef
Mrs. Bertha Collins left last State university this summer
All were guests of Mr. and Pulaski entertained the group
week for Washington, D. C., is Mrs. Juanette Beasley.
Mrs.
Henry Sims of that city. with a barbecue and . sll the
and Baltimore where she will IN HOOSIER STATE
Mr. Sims is the son of Mr. and trimmings at their . drive-in
spend a few days before reWhen Mrs. Davis left for
Mrs.
Henry
Sims of Humboldt, hank and served more than
suming her summer duties on Indiana University this
week,
and with Mrs. Avant with the 200 people. It was a sight'itb
the playground. Other teachers
she was accompanied by her
bunch the visit proved to be a be seen.
working on the playground husband who plans to spend
real home affair, with those The Union Bank provided
are Mrs. Bobbie L. Pettis, Mrs. a two weeks
vacation and
lovely young people leaving each delegate with a box to
Cleo Boyd, Roy David Man- their daughter,
Gwendolyn, a
no stone unturned to make the eat on their way home.
uel and A. D. Hardy, Little fifth grader, who will be
enMrs. Emma Donald, her telio
League baseball supervisor. rolled on the campus
in the
daughters, Mrs. Velva Pullitht
Among the city teachers off Enrichment Program for K
and Martha Lacey with Me!:
to study are T. R. White and through 12 grades. The emElizabeth Ballard came for this
James Lairy, Peabody in phasis on her grade level will
last day. They also brought UV:
Nashville; Mrs. M. B. Davis, be creativity.
tle Donald and Marva Baskers
Indiana University; Clifford
Lane College teachers who
ville.
Minor and A. J. Payne, Jr., will be away studying are
Humboldt was well repreSouthern Illinois University.. Mrs. Catherine Taylor at InYWCA MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE
Mrs. Anita Spicer, Tennessee diana University; Mrs. Fannie
Since the Tri State Defender sented as the main address for
Making
the
plans
membership
for
the
drive
current
for
and Mrs. Narctssa Jones. Standing, same order, are Mrs.
the opening night was given by
A&I State University, and Porter at the University
started the Club Directory
of
Sarah Brown branch of the YWCA at 1044 Mississippi
Mrs. W. S. Vance, who spout
Pearl Jefferson, Mrs. P. F. Carruthers, Mrs. Effie Satter- several months
Mrs. Hazel Minor, Lane col- Wisconsin; W. E. Jackson at
ago, various so- on
blvd. are the above veteran worker;. Seated from left
"Lifting as We Climb." .s.
field, Mrs. Lilla Hall, Mrs. Anna Owen and Mrs. Addle G. cial, civic, community, fraterlege.
the University of Colorado;
are Miss Elizabeth Goldsby, Mrs. Geneva Hicks, Mrs, Lois
Attending the three weeks Jessie Dorsett, Carnegie InOwen, branch director. (Withers Photo/.
nities, sororities, church clubs, MORE NEWS
Miss
Dorothy Reid has been
Curriculum Building work- stitute of Technology; W. HaliGreenwood, chairman of the drive; Mrs. Hilda Helm
etc. have registered with the
shop at Tennessee A&I State burton at the University
Tri State Defender's Club Di- visiting her parents after havof
ing
completed
her internship
university are Mesdames Viv- North Carolina and North
rectory. It does not cost anyin the Jewish Hospital in At.
ian Bell, Beulah Neilson, Sar- Carolina State, and C.
thing
to
register.
Simply
clip
0.
ah Barnes and Mattie Miliken Epps, University of Oregon.
the "Register Your Club" cou- Louis where she will contingw,
pon out of the Tri State De- to work as a technician.
SIGHTSEEING TOURS
Mrs. M. H. Burnett lost hg,
The membership committeeleffort this month to encourage wood, Membership Chairman. leisure-time activities where fender, fill
it out and send it
On the sightseeing side, Mrs. of the Sarah Brown Branch
brother, Mr. Hunter Sykes of
women to join or renew their The Association has always people of all ages, classes and to this newspaper.
Alene Maney left following Young
the Jackson, Tenn. community,,
Women's Christian As- membership in the YWCA, been a community asset work- backgrounds can meet for fun
Additional clubs which have He was the father of 12 c 7,
school closing for Cleveland, sociation is making a special
according to Mrs. Lois Green- ing to help build a stronger and
fellowship
and find registered:
Ohio where she joined her
dren, he was buried last w
and better community through friendships with others," one
Ace Social club — Elvaria with funeral services
sister, Mrs. Lucille Churcher,
TERMITES -ROACHES
from the
of of the members said.
Iloward, president.
and friend, Miss Ruby Finger, Annie Mae Bond who will tended the National Funeral its service to the people
WATER BUGS-RATS
Union Hill C.M.E. Church Al:
Women of Memphis are
Althia Elite Social club, Im- Jackson. Mrs. Burnett is
along with a party of six to spend several days as guest Director's meeting held at Memphis.
the,
Licensed and Bonded
Mrs. Greenwood pointed out urged to go by the office at mo Jean Garner pres.
attend the New York World's of her brothers and their Louisville, Ky.
wife of Res', M. H. Burnett,
1044 Mississippi and join this National
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
Fair. Other stops are planned wives, J. L. and R. B. Lewis, President and Mrs. C. A. that, ''Day after day, eveCongress Counsel Mr. Willie Marlin the hOlitEMBARRASSED
who are both prominent in Kirkendoll and family spent nings, too, the YWCA is filled outstanding organization with Club (NCC), Charlie Walton,
before she returns.
lband of Mrs. Lena Mac '
program to teen"WE KILL TO LIVE"
pres.
Also already enroute with the educational setting in that the week's break between with people of all age groups, its special
Passed and the funeral will
regular and summer school at all busily and happily engaged agers and adults, including
the World's Fair as the desti- city.
Foote-Cleaborn Homes Gar- held from Lane Taberna ,e
Lane College with the presi- in activities that increase their young wives and mothers. Its den club, — Mrs. Calverta C.M.E.
nation are Mis-s Claudine Bled- STATE FEDERATION
Church where he WA;
When the State Federation dent's mother and other mem- own growth and development classes, cultural and interest
soe and her sister, Mrs. Gracie
Ishmael, pres.
been a faithful member 111*
of Colored Women's clubs bers of his family in Kansas in programs which builds groups and civic projects all
Bledsoe Williamson.
VIP Bridge club — Mrs. Ber- some years. Mims Funetel'
character and in projects of help build a better community
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Leaving for Winston-Salem, met last week in Pulaski, City, Mo.
Home was in charge.
community service, all of by strengthening and develop- nice R. Cole, pres.
N. C., this week, which is Tenn., several outstanding ECHO BRIDGE
Stitch and Chat Sewing Club The nephew of Rev. W. .sS.S
Your scribe was hostess to which contribute toward mak- ing the potentials of the indi- — Mrs. Lula J. Gibson, pres.
"home sweet home," is Mrs. club women from Jackson
Vance, Mr. Luke Anderson
were in attendance. Serving the Echo Bridge Club before ing our city a better place in viduals.
Members of the Committee Ladyetts Social club — Mrs. Chicago, passed suddenly and,
as delegates were Mrs. Marie disbanding for the summer which to live."
.s •
Elizabeth
Parker,
pres.
will be buried there.
Although women may join are Mrs. Lois Greenwood,
Penn, City Federation presi- months last Saturday.
Youth Movement Of Mt.
dent; Mesdames Velma Prizes for accumulated the YWCA at any time of the chairman: Mrs. Geneva WilNanyear, the Membership Commit- liams, former chairman; Mrs. Olive Bapti,st Church —
Thompson, Rosetta McKissack,
scores for a six months period
nie Lee Jones, pres.
tee places special emphasis on Hilda Helm, Mrs. Eva HamilFannie A. Dobbins, Myrtle
Mrs. Vivian Bell, the Spring and early Summer ton, Mrs. P. F. Carruthers, Mrs. St. Mary's Missionary Band,
Monroe, Lucille Davis, Mag- went to
first; Mrs. Georgia Adkins, months as enrollment time. Leora Gunter, Miss Elizabeth — Mrs. Merlee Bradley, pres.
gie K. Smith, and Nancy
second; Mrs. Bernice Lucas, Members of the Committee Goldsby, Mrs. Geneva Hicks, Gay Social club — Miss
Lyons.
Amanda Watkins, Pres.
Dr. Clara A. Brawner beMrs. Gertrude Ford, owner third. and Mrs. Carrie Big- stressed the fact that the YW- Mrs. Ruthie Henderson, Mrs.
Christian Service club—Mrs. came the first woman
CA has enriched the lives of Marcissa Jones, Mrs. Elizabeth
to le
of Ford Funeral Home, at- ger, fourth.
Pres.
G.
Dotson,
Bettie
Taylor,
Mrs.
Mary
Lou
Hill,
elected president of the Vollgtwomen and girls in our comImperialettes
Social
club
—
Pegues,
Mrs.
Mrs.
A.
Willie
M.
teer State Medical association,.
munity with its positive proEva Mae Flowers, pres. when she w as
gram for effective citizenship. Shepard, Mrs. Martha Dulaney, Miss
presented t
club, — gavel
Social
Street
Boston
Franklin,
Mrs.
Winifred
Mrs.
center
Tuesday morning durum/
"The YWCA also is a
pres.
Hunt,
Onnie
Mae
Mrs.
Rule,
Abbie
Mrs.
Hall,
Lille
various
a
n
d
recreation
opening
for
session of the 60ththe
Mrs. Effie Satterfield, WS. Consolidated Civic Club — annual convention being hila ,
•
•
Anna Owen, Mrs. Ruth Whit- S. A. Bradley, pres.
at E. H. Crump hospital in OP.,
sey, Mrs. E. J. Campbell, Mrs. Delmar Civic club — Mrs. school of nursing.
Emma Smith, Mrs. Lutishia Lenora Ward, pres.
The convention will continue
Business Men and Women's
Brown, Mrs. Kathrine
until Thursday at noon. SpeakMrs.
Thlema
Friendly
Club
—
PARIS (UPI) — Former Ka- Mrs, Mary Sims, Mrs. Elizabeth
ers include Doctors Cleto
tanga President Moise Tshom- Branch, Mrs. Ruth Porter, Mrs. Bailey, pres.
Clark. Ralph Braund, Albert
Charity
Social
and
Dahlia
Mrs.
IsaSugarmon,
States
has Russell
be says the United
M. Alexander, John M. WiLsei,
interferer? in the Congo's in- belle Roulhac, Mrs. Belle Petti- club — Mrs. Rudy Jones, pres. Waldo Cain, L. W. Diggs,
ternal affairs but that France grew, Mrs. Willette Humphrey, Minuette social club — Miss C. Schreier,
Fs W. Reed ErIld
IS one of the nations "that can Mrs. Annie Cargill, and Mrs. Patricia Annettee Claxton, Earle L. Wren.
pres.
Gertrude Johnson.
still play a role" there.
Anna C. Coo

qup

More Clubs Have
Club Directory
Registered For

YWCA Branch Conducts Drive For New Members

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
PH. PA 7-6033

Don't Stop Now

Medic Asso. Gets
Woman Prexy

Prepare yourself for a future
in

QUALITY...!

go.
Office Automatic
1,T
•IBM Training

541

Full-Bodied
Tangy

*Executive, Secrilarial

h.

Tshombe Clams
Adoula Finished

pul.

SPEAS

For information and catalog
contact:

Pwa ANACidph,

ADVANCED BUSINESS
COLLEGE
1350 Madison Avenue

275-1108

' .VINEGAHSBe

SPEASific... Always Ask for SPEAS!
71-

1s.ss

•

a hair relaxer
safe as shampooing...
beauticians recommend it!
caret revert ha rain or

4st

NEW POWER-FORMULA ESSO EXTRA GASOLINE BOOSTS POWER THREE WAYt

()

1 Cleaning Power! Dirt can clog
even a new carburetor in a few
months of normal operation—causing
hard starting and rough idling. Your
very first tankful of New Esso Extra
will start to clear away these deposits
—4n new engines or old—to improve
power and mileage.

HUMBLE

OIL a REFINING COMPANY
•RUMS OM•marituent 00000wv. ies•

Firing Power! Spark plug and
cylinder deposits can cause migfiring, pre-ignition and hot spots. New
Esso Extra neutralizes these harmful
deposits—to help your engine fire
snioothly, to help preserve the power
of new ears and restore lost power to
many older cars.

2

2 Octane Power! New Esso Extra
10 has the high octane that most
cars now need for full smooth perform.
&ince without knocking.
You'll get all these extras with New
Power-formula Esao Extra gasoline—
it puts a tiger in your tank!

/Seerilfaline
MAKERS OF FINE ESSO PROOUCTS WARD TO r,osT AND SECOND rLACE
AND re asso RACING FVELSTNAT IN THIS YEAR'S INDIANAPOLIS 500
POWERED A. J. FOy'r AND RODGER MEMORIAL DAY CLASSIC

PERMANENT
AT A

PRICE

YOU

CAN

AFFONO

cool from start to finial

7

actually eemdltiema hair
snakes hair 'manageable
new stylimira a breeze
for all types of bear

HAIR RELAXER
ONLY AT

YOUR

AN'S

"

wowatanS armlet*

WELCOME WEEK XII.

CITY - COUNTY - U.,. GOVERNMENT - MILITARY PERSONNELARE INVITED 79 THE REST DEALS
FITTED FOR THE POCKET'S ALLOWANCE, ON OUR USED CAR PAGE - NOTES, DOWN PAYMENT, ETC.
THREE REASONS-WELCOME WEEK - USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Display of Bargains
Better Values To The Customers

Lower Prices More and Better Cars To Choose From

Fair Dealing with People-Who Appreciate Your Business

THE BIG FORD SUPERMARKET

0AKLEy-t,

FORD

FORD BLUFF CITY BUICK

2255 LAMAR
GL 2-6291

2255 LAMAR
GL 2-6291

EAST ACROSS FROM KAT

739 Union

JA 5-5376

-•••wwwwwwig=
Mir11.1”1~440o,0441111111111111111414111144m- -Nn
•

$95" Down & Notes Listed
PRICE

NOTES

$00"

1964 Cher. Blair.
4-door

1961 T. Bird
$2295. $0099
Full Power, Beige Matching Interior
Air Conditioned, P.S.

51595

1961 Pontiac
4 Dr., Power steering and brakes, fact air.

1962 Chevrolet
2195
Super Sport Coves, power steering and brakes.
power windows, bucket seats, factory air, full
leather interior. Real sharp.
.1960 Chrysler, Windsor

$1395

$1095 $656

4 Dr. sedan, power steering and brakes, fact air.
owner.

1963 Ford Gal. 500
$2395..50090
C.O.M., R.H., W.S.W., Power Steering

1961 Comet
4 Or. custom sedan, radio, heater, automatic
trans., real low mileage, Leather interior

1958 T. Bird Autom.
. R. H. W.S.W.,

1963 Rambler Station Wagon
51795..57995
Autom. Trans., R.H., W.S.W
695. 52916

1958 Cher. Wagon
6 CO., S.S., R.H., W.S.W.

$1295..s41"

1962 Ford Fairlane
2 Dr., R.H., W.S.W.

51195 .53836:

1962 Falcon
Radio Heater, W.S.W
1961 Rambler Wagon
Radio, Heater

S1195..553
"

1957 Cher. Bel Air
R. H. W.S.W., Auto.

"
51195 ,553

1861 Ford Cty, Sedan
Station Wagon

$1395.. $6295

$1195

PAT
PATTERSON
.#3
Sport CARS all
Makes and
Models

$2495

1962 Buick
Custom Invictor Wagon, full power, factory air

$2295

1962 Pontiac
Catiaina Convertible, red with red top, power
steering and brakes, 4-way air.
1962 Buick Electra
4-dr. Full power, factory air. Double clean

$2395

1961 Mercury Monterey

$ 1295

'58 Plymouth
'60 8u0(

Cty Sq.
1959 Ford

$1395

1999 Cher. Biscayne
2 Dr., R.H., W.S.W.

s 995.

1990 Falcon 2 Dr
F.M.T.C., R.H., W.S.W.

$43"

61 Ford

63 Dodge

$695

English Consul. One outlier
22,000 actual miles. Radio and
neater. spare never on ground..

61 Ford

$1295

Galaxie "500" 2-dr. hardtop.
'iilI.powe and factory sir c rdition.

11195

Ur.with rad to,he
fr ive.

.'61.Ford

$1295

4400r Celeste. Bas pcwer and
nir conditioning.

1495
$995

Belvedere 2-dr. hardtop with.:
.automatic. R&H,.factory air
cond. Original 2-tone and

$795.

'
6ka
4-dr. 6-cyl: with ado;
heater, automatic.

$895

'59 Olds

4-dr. with ',ow cr otevring and•

1959 Ford Fairlane 500
2 Dr., Radio, Heater

:$41"

$1295. -55832

9-passenger .• station wagon.
Full power and factory air
cond.

NO DOWN PAYMEN11
LOOK LOOK
5195

1954 Pont
Autom.'11.H., W.S.W., Auto

Custom 300, 4 Dr., 8 Cyl.

$395

1958 Ford
lz Ton Pick -Up
1958 Plymouth
4 Dr., R.H., Autom., Like New
1959 Ford
Gal. Autom, R. H., W.S.W.

$1595

1959 Buick Convertible
Electra 225, full power, bucket seats.

$695
5995

WE
CAR CARE APPRECIATE
YOUR
GentlingFORD puts5 BUSINESS hoTtnied FilDaehmics
QUALITY

OAKLEY EAST
2255 LAMAR
GL 2-6291

$1195

$1395

Black with red interior, 4-in-the-floor. Two to
choose from.

$995
Wagon.

$995

$1595

Dart, 6-cyl., straight drive.
One owner, 10,000 actual
miles. like new!

'60 Chevrolet; $1395
V-8 Nomad 4-dr. station'
wagon. R141, standard trans.

;59 Ford

$895

• 4-dr. . with radio, heater,
automatic, WSW tires. Sharp.
1-owner car!

61ontLincoln
mental with

$2995

'62 Rambler

$1295

lull
factory air. A une-owner.
double sharp ear!

4-dr. 6-cyl with radio.
heater, automatic. Double
sharp!

62.Cadillac

1960 Plymouth
Sport Suburban, automatic trans. radio, heater
white-walls. Real clean.

5995

Et

$895

1960 Plymouth
4 Dr. Sedan, Aut on., R.H., P.S., Tutone Finish
1963 Startire Cony.
R. H. Autom. Air Cond. New Tires

$3195.
$795

1958 Olds. Super 88
Ho Wool, R.H., P.S., Air Cond.

1995

$3295

Sedan- DeVille with full
power, factory air,„ cond.

Dodge,
'60
...dr. with ad its.

$695

'58.
Ford'
I.'eidetic 4-dr.,

$595
with

hater. R..,:.
engine. straight drive.
R&H,

'59
CadillacFlents,00,
1 's iii $1995
power,

1963 Olds, Super 88
4 Dr. Sedan, P.B.S., R.H., Beautiful Lite Green
Air Condition

1962 Olds. F-85
$1695
2 Dr. Sedan Autom., R.H., W.S.W.
1960 Cher... ,
Imp. RA* Autom. P.S., Air Cond.

51395,

$895,

1962 Falcon
2 Of., Sedan, Stick, Trans.
1959 Olds 88 4 Dr
Autom, RH., P.S.B., Air Cond.

51195

f:tory air cond.

'62 Fore

$1695

1

Scition wagon 4-dr. with power
and air. 1-owner, 5 new tires'.

'61 Falcon

$795

4-cr.. 6-cylinder, straight
drive.

'59
Volkswage1.3795
A gas saver'
Rambler...-..!$995
$295. '59
.4-dr. with radio, neater,

$1295
'62 Rambler
4-dr., Runs OK.
$1695,
Pontiac
'61
Catolins 4-dr. hardtop with •
full Dower, factory sir cond.

95
'61. Oldsmobile.....S17
fac-

•.eei 4-dr. with

Lull power.

to. v air cond.

'63 Comet.

.$1395'

- 2-dr. with radio. heater. 6-Cyl..
with straight drive.

iitormit ic.Two-t rm.!. WSW

62 Pontiac.

FREE OIL
Fr As loncsi As You Own The Car!

tires.

$1995

1960 Olds. 88
5 1295
4 Or., Sedan R.H., Autom. P.S.B., Factory Air

$1995

1964 Olds. 88-4 Door
4 Dr. Sedan, Autom., P.S.B., Jet Star,
Air Cond. Like New

Star Chief 4-dr. with power
•ateering Li. brakes,: 1 owner.
Sharp.

'61 T•Bird

Full power and. factory air
•ennditioning.

'63 Chevrolet • $1395
Corvair 95 Curbside pickup
with only 16.000 'actual
miles.. standard transmission. Like new!

$1695 '60 Chevrolet...$1495
Nomad

Continental. Full poe Cr.arid
factory air cond. Extra sharp.

station wagon. Full
power, factory •ir cond.

'60 Valiant

$895 155 Chevrolet... $495
wen rad:o. heater, auto- 8-cylinder with straight drive,

4-dr
mis:le• One unser!

1961 Chevrolet Impala
$1695
2-dr. hardtop, red and white Extra clean

•P

Country Sedan
P-S,
& hester. automatic, air
cam). Real nice..

'.59 Lincoln

1960 Buick
$ 1595
Custom Electra, white with red bucket seats,
full per,fact. air. Real sharp.

CITY
BLUFF
739 UNION

59 Ford

4-dr., with radio, heater,
automatic.. WSW tires. Sharp!

1961 Buick LeSabre
51195
4-dr. hardtop, full power and fact. air. White .
Real nice.

1959 Ford Galaxie
4-dr. Power steering and brakes.

;995

Cdr., Bel Air 6-Cyl. with
straight drive.

58 Buick

Super 88, 4-dr. sedan, full power, fact. air
blue and white

1962 Corvair Monza

$550

1959 Ford

'61 Chevrolet

1960 Oldsmobile

S 695...

$2295

'62" Buick

1960 Oldsmobile
$1595
88 Convertible, full power, radio, heater, whitewalls - Crisp!

••••

OLDSMOBILE

4-dr. with radio, heater,
automatic. Extra
nice!

automatic. Extra nice!

795-53395

1959 Olds. 4 Or.
$1295. ..55832
Autom. Trans., R.H., W.S.W
1959 Ford CL 300
4 Or., 8 Cyl., R.H.

1963 BUICK RIVIERA
$3695
Completely equipped including full power,fact.
air -fuii leather interior, Still in warranty.

195. $3395

1959 Ford Ctry Square
$1295
9 Pass. Automatic, R.H., P.S.

1961 Olds. F85
2 Dr., Autom., Heater, W.S.W.

$33"

-REtvit

Olds mobile

$495

62 Chevrolet.

:60 Plymouth
$195....

_..zzerta
t _
4.44-

lelfa
Wor a
kept
It's
with
still
Mem.
verse

4-dr. Sedan with R811, standard trans.. Real nice. too'

Electra 4-ur. hurt-Roll s.ith
R&H„ •utorastig. full power.
Low mileage.

2-dr., hardtop with radio,
•
heater. automatid.

5795.... $33
"

RVSStLL

Jr. I

WE MUST MOVE THESE CARS!
THESE PRICES ARE RIGHT!

'58 Mercury
1959 Ford

A •
In
local
Mem.
mists
neigh
arres
stage
man
ficials

THE LID'S 0 F...
•,
•or

'62 Chevy 11

4-dr. full power, factory air, whitewalls

" •

VACATION SPECIALS
AIR COND CAR &
FULL POWER
• EVERYTHING
GOES!
AUTOMOBILES

$995

1958 Chevrolet
Impala Collet, solid white, red inside

ts.,411.0 •09,

ViL4

46,000 miles, one owner.

.

'57 Chevrolet... 1695
60 Falconradio.. heater
$695
Wagon. 6-cyl. with automaand
Oat
2.dr.'
,
automatic.

tic.

Mechanically

oolgl!

SEE 0. P. MURRAY - BOB COPELAND
REX LESTER - M. BOB BROUDREAUX
& TOMMY FOX

3264 SUMMER

PAT
PATTERSON
#3
FA 4-5581 FA 7-8882

)3195
$2095

1962 Olds. 88 Coupe
R.H., Autom. New W.S.W.
1961 Cher. Imp
Coupe, Autom., R.H., P.S., Fact. Air.

11695

1964 Olds. Starfire
R.H., P.S.B., Fact. Air. Like New

4195

1959 Olds 88, 2 Or.
Sedan, R.H., P.S., Autom.

$895
$2095

1962 Olds. 88 4 Dr.
Autom., R.H., Factory Air

$1095

1959 Cher. Belair
4 Dr., Autom., R.H.
1958 Olds
98-4 Dr., H.T., Autom., R.H., P.S.B.

$595

1963 Ford Fairlane
500 - 4 Or., Sedan, Avtem., R.H., Clean
Inside and Out

51795

Russell Reeves
OLDSMOBILE

nion

BR 6.6613

"Across From Katz"

see sele
•

Check These Prices & Cars Before You Go Anywhere spoil° sole

is
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Golf Tourney
Slated Here
On June 20-21

1

Special Coach g
For Delegates_
'Attending DTA;

The Sam Qualls Golf club
T h e Progressive Nationat
will present its fifth annual
Sunday and Baptist TraininP
Open Golf Tournament at T. 0.
Union Congress is scheduled VC
Fuller Park June 20-21, and
hold a convention June-22will include a 36-hole medal
irk Chicago at Pilgrim! gaptia
play.
The
public
is
invited.
LITTLEmommami
MINNIMilIMEIBy BILL
church.
A Beginners' Golf clinci for
A special air-cmlitio%
A GOOD START
prestige of many seeregation- children between the ages of
coach h as been obtained C o ws
In the civil rights struggle, ist strongholds into fatal nose seven and 15 will begin at the
the Memphis delegation eta
local leaders have vowed that dives. The blood shed in Little course on Monday, June 22.
tending the convention. Delee.
Memphis will profit by the Rock, Birmingham and Jack- Persons wanting more ingates are requested by Revel
mistakes of her Southern son, Miss., and the punitive formation about the tournaL. S. Sorrell of 237 Holland
thouneighbors. Except for a few damages inflicted upon
ment or the clinic may conAve. to be at the train statiois
arrests during the embryonic sands in the minority in those act Robert Crawford, business
at 1 p.m. Monday, June 22. Theo
re
stage of the Crusade for Hu- cities, have been so intensely manager of the club, at 946coach number is 4-A.
4t
man dignity, government of- dramatized that historians will E080.
For further information calm
ficials, invested with the pow- have little trouble putting to- Sam Qualls, Jr., is president
Rev. L. S. SOME at 946-4060 or:
srs to promote the general gether volumes about their of the club,
948-9435. •
'
.velfare and seek tranquility leaders' cowardince in dealing
Mirror all of its citizenry, have with the eventuality of intewas just another day on the
gration.
kept their pledge.
calendar. The playing of the
It's highly improbable, even JUST ANOTHER GAME
with the road to total equality Perhaps if you were not in first inter-racial baseball constill under construction, that attendance at the Fairgrounds test between Bill Speros and
Memphis will ever get the ad- a few Sundays ago, it's a good the Negro Prep League Allia
verse publicity that sent the chance that the Sabbath night Stars went off so smoothly
Funreal services for Howard
that you might have had to be
Tennyson Holmes, Sr., 615 Har-t
reminded of its historical sigcell St. was held at New Tyle
nificance.
AlVIE church, Sunday (May 30)
Speros, finalist in the NaOfficiating was Rev. Lois Pat
tional American Legion Tourrick. Interment was in Galllee4
nament last year, took adYou
Memorial Gardens under di...
some
poor
Allvantage of
rection of Southern Funeragi
Stars' fielding to score a 6-I
home.
victory. The Speros group was
Mr. Holmes, a commercial
led by Tony Gag liano, astute
artist, was the owner of thei
Prep baseball leader that
H. T. Holmes Sign Company inee
PRIZE WINNING BRIUM
coached CBC to the TSSAA
Binghampton. He died sudden/
Prize winning brium is being held -up by nine-year-old
strings, were Llewyn Robinson, first place; Gene Stanstate high school chamPioaly at Crump hospital on May:
dard, second; and Ronnie Mason, third place. hot dogs and
Wayne Lake, who is seated on the bike he won for catchship early in June.
25, however he had been ir..
soft drinks were served to the estimated 400 youngsters
ing the longest brium during the Bluff City Jaycee FishCeiling health for a period off,
Several of his CBC players
ing Rodeo held at Barbee's Lake ,last Saturday. Standing
time.
were on the Speros roster, but
participating in the five-hour long rodeo. Donating the
X
A graduate of Booker
it was a pair of flame throwing
behind Wayne is his father, Clyde Lake of 310 Flynn Rd.
wieners was Oliver Johnson of the Nat Burins Packing
Washington
high
school,
hi
college freshmen pitchers that
company; Mr. Cross of the Wonder Bread company supKneeling at the left is Ernest Young, president of the
had studied art at LeMoyne..
spelled defeat for the Negro
plied the buns; Bonita Cantu' of the Pepsi Cola Bottling
Jaycees. At the right is Rufus R. Jones, chairman of the
college for a short period. He!
Prep Leaguers, handled by
Fishing Rodeo. In the background are some of the other
company donated the soft-drinks; DatteI Real estate
had painted signs for someg
W. 0. Little of Douglass and
40 prize winners, including Harold Galloway, 6, who
company contributed $25. Prizes were obtained from L. A.
Bill Fowkles of Booker T.
of the biggest local firms, res...
Doty
of
longest
Sears'
Street
caught
the
second
Marvin
third
Third
branch;
and
Hudson
Barbee
fish;
D. Cash, 9.
taurants, furniture companies"
Washington.
place winner; Lawrence Johnson for catching the largest
permitted the fishing without charges. (Photo by Henry
etc. as well as such celebritieC
Gary Eastburn, a rangy
number, 32; Sandra Bointa Anthony, 28; and Nathan
Ford).
as Elvis Presley and Marva'
righthander from Christian
Louis, the ex-wife of Joel
Flowers, 26. Winning prizes for catching the heaviest
Brothers college, and southpaw
Louis, when he worked in ChiBill Schroeppel of Wake Forcago.
est struck out 17 batters,
Mr. Holmes was the son od
while yielding only one hit.
the late Frank H. Holmes. one-Z
visitors didn't have
The
tinie-ovener of the well knowna
a picnic at the plate either,
Holmes Park on Summer Ave.1
managing only three hits off
now defuncted
starter James Eubanks. EuSurvivors include his wife,'
banks, the tall strong-armed
Mrs. Ophelia Holmes, a soli
lefty who compiled a 10-0 recJACKSON, Miss. — Two Howard, Jr., a daughter Claire
ord last year to help lead
carloads of white hoodlums his mother, Mrs. Clara Hol
Douglass to the Prep League
descended upon the head- mes, two sisters, Mrs. Edit4
crown, was a freshman hurler
quarters of the Mississippi Robinson, Miss Mattie
Hall
e
the past season in the SouthCouncil of Federated Organi- mes. two brothers, Frank, Jr.4
west Conference with Arkanzations
here,
on
the
night
of
and
Clarence Holmes, and a3
sas State.
June, and broke all the win- niece.
EUBANKS WHIFFS 11
dows with brickbats and
Speros got a good jump on
stones,
its rivals by scoring three runs
One office worker was cut
in the first inning without the
by flying'glass. The others fell
ball being hit out of the into the floor to avoid the shatfield. Fowl throwing errors got
tered glass, bricks and stones.
the All-Stars in the hole. EuThe attack occurred late on
banks settled down to fire
the night before the Demothird sttikes by 11 Speros'
retie party primary election in
hitters.
which four Negro candidates
The All-Stars scored one run
for Congress were entered.
in the fifth, to pull within
Charles Evers, NAACP field
striking distance but poor desecretary for Mississippi, said
fensive work allowed the
that Jackon police howed little
American Legion team to
concern when the incident was
tally insurance runs in /the
reported to them. Also they
eighth and ninth. innings. The
ignored reports of a shotgun
last run came off Robert Jones
blast fired into a Negro's home
HONORED AS GREAT SALESMEN
of Carver, who pitched the
the previous night.
vice president in charge of the Central
ninth frame.
Charles V. Jones, center, of Capitol Wines
C OF0 is the coordinating
and Liquor company, Chicago, and Leslie
region of National Distillers, adds his conSchroeppel choked off a
group for the registration
gratulations. The two salesmen were among
Prep League rally in the ninth, Green, right, of the Pioneer Liquor comdrive begin conducted by four
but /lot before Charles Winpany, St. Louis, Mo., are seen congratulat19 of 2,500 across the nation who competed
civil rights organizations in the
frey had lined the single to
ing each other at a dinner marking their
for the honor. Jones and Green attended
state: NAACP, CORE SCLC
right for the All-Stars' only
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Attack COFO's
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BAXTER "MILLIKOOL" SUIT

2 Memphians To
2 Warnings From Negro Leaders Sh Research
For

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING'

OF THE 1964 SEASON OF'
SOUTH LAN 313'
GREYHOUND
PARIC
JUNE 26th THROUGH OCT.20tivARK.
INTERSTATr55 WEST MEMPHIS
comfort
Air conditioned for your

Rolph Boston Tc Star
Fir U. I 111 Olympics'

NEW YMCA MEMBERS
A $500 check from Universal Life Insurance company covered the cost of 65
memberships for that number of boys, and
here more than half of the group poses on
the steps of the Abe Scharff branch while
H. A. Caldwell, extreme right, presents the

check to Milton Thomas, Jr., executive
secretary of the YMCA branch. Memberships entitle boys to use of all facilities,
including indoor swimming pool. (MLR
Photo).

65 Boys Receive Gift
Memberships In YMCA
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13.
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been selected for the U.. S.
team, Leonard (Buddy) Edelen
For Rent By Owner
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Two 1960 Olympic. Two former Olympic. titlists of Sioux Falls, SD., who won Deluxe 9 Room House, for Rent
the National AAU Marathon
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NEED MONEY?

LOOKING FOR A BETTER JOB?

•

FIND IT HERE!

Rocky Quits To
Back Scranton
In GOP Battle

NOTICE

Cash You
Get—
S 500.00
SI,000.00
S1,500.00
$2,000.00
S2,500.00
55,000.00

NEWSBOYS

Approx.
Mo.
Payments
S 12.90

23.70
34.50
$ 45.50

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
S 56.20
Some 65 young boys were the Abe Scharff branch, and
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
$110.82
made happy recently when an executive of the firm said,
they were presented member- "Universal Life Insurance comSCHOOL ITEMS
Be
Wise!
Choose
ship cards to the Abe Scharff pany is interested in the youth
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
branch of the YMCA.
the community, and in givThe cards were gifts from of
$500 to the Abe Scharff
the Universal Life Insurance ing
72 MADISON
YOUR NAME
branch has made it possible
Mother's name
company which presented the for
65
boys
to
enjoy
full
YMCA
YMCA with a check for $500 membership.
Dial JA 6-0637
Address
to cover cost of enrollment.
Number
of
papers
wanted
weekly_
ANY
"Universal
Life
is
Christian
TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
Membership in the YMCA
entitles the boys to use all fa- in dealing with mankind," he
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Gov. Nelson A. Rocke- Phone number
"It's Better to
cilities of the YMCA for the continued, "and the company feller threw his support to Pennsylvania Gov. WilMail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Borrow At a Bank"
next 12 months. It will include believes that the youth of the,
summer and winter use of the country is our greate-A re- liam W. Scranton in the battle for the Republican
branch's swimming pool, along source. We are responsible for nomination.
with other supervised recrea- providing the proper environment for the development of
Rockefeller said he decided to support Scranton
tion.
The check for $500 was pre- our youth."
"in order to fight for the basic
sented to Milton Thomas, Jr., Chandler said the company principles of progress and can political thought and action
executive secretary of t h e has always shared its resources moderation on which the Rebranch in a brief ceremony at with both the YMCA and the publican Party was founded and dedicated to such a platform—I have come to the conthe YMCA by H. A. Caldwell, YWCA in their educational ad- and has prospered."
education director of the Uni- vancement and character build- The New
clusion that the proper course
Versa] life Insurance company. ing activities, and is solidly be- cording to York governor, ac- now is for all those who share
a United Press In- these views and objectives to
YOUTH A RESOURCE
hind other agencies providing
Apts. For Rent
For Sale Misc.
For Sale Misc.
Houses For Sale
J. A. Chandler, chairman of the community with a similar ternational survey, had 123 support Gov. William W.
delegates to add to the 111 al- Scranton for the nomination."
the board of management of service.
Complete
Skii-Rig,
wonComplete
Skii-Rig,
wonready committed to Scranton.
FOR RENT
"Accordingly, I shall give my
HOUSES FOR RENT
derful buy. See Jones. 2896 derful buy. See Jones. 2896
The governor issued the fol- full
848 POPULAR
support
to
Gov.
Scranton
Gorove-rear.
327-0658.
lowing statement:
Walnut
Grove
Two
Living
Room,
Road
Bedrooms,
rear.
647-53
South Wellington St.
the nomination and I shall Dining Room, Bath& Kitchen.
"Last November, when I an- for
3
ROom
Frame, Duplexes
327-0658
work
with
him
to
achieve
these
APARTMENT
nounced my candidacy for the objectives."
$32.00 per month
Heat and Water Furnished.
PIANO FOR SALE
Republican nomination for the
have reference. Apply
Call BR 2-2115
Small Spinctt Style Piano
GRAMBLING, La. — Lo- "I sure wanted a crack at presidency, I did so in order to "Because of the necessity for Must
WURLITZER
manual
Two
Apartment 19. Joe Branch.
New Conditioned
CHURCH ORGANS and Benmiacious Dick Stebbins of h i m," Stebbins lamented on Belt for the basic principles of consultation with delegates
ches. Perfect condition.
progress and moderation on pledged to me by law or other5rambling college has organ- leaving Modesto.
HOUSE FOR RENT
Terms 5149.00
Call 323-8455.
which the Republican Party wise ard for technical reasons FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
ized his own "Beat Bob Hayes
I
am
not
at
this
time
releasMadison 7 rooms and bath
Stebbins
710
agreed
that
"Hayes,
included.
$6.50
Utilities
weekly.
523-1831
was
Phone
founded
and
has
prosper:Nub."
Working woman or man, 547 Duty..
ing any such delegates."
BUICK 1953 ROAD5IASTER V8
$50.00 a month, apply 726
JAckson 6-0176
The sophomore speedster was the world's fastest hu- ed."
Excellent Condition, 357.9557
Madison, See Mr. E. Woodside
.old a reporter for the Mo- man in 1963," but protested "I said then that I would "The hour is late, but if all
Call 357-2824 after 6:30 P.M.
lest° (Calif.) Bee that he is that the label should be earned i conduct a vigorous construc- leaders in the moderate main- For Sale Misc.
tive campaign for hte purpose. stream of the Republican Party
Help Wanted
HOUSE FOR SALE
sure he can beat Hayes in
will unite upon a platform and
This I have done."
either the 100 or 220-yard in competition this year.
19 E. Dempster
20 room hotel
"Henry
Carr
beat
Hayes
in
upon
Gov.
Scranton
as
the
can4 rooms — 3 rooms FHA
"To
achieve
these
objectives
lash.
50•150 lots
the 220 in Los Angeles two —the adoption of a moderate, didate. the moderate cause can
Centrally
located
$3,000 for each heirs•
Hayes, a breathtaking mar- weeks ago, and I beat Carr in forward.looking platform and still be won. I urge all those
Near Car Iin•s-Coll day or night
including entire 'first floor and bar
vel from Florida A&M uni- the 100-meters on the same the
nomination of a candidate who share this view to enlist All completely furnished. For details
946-5052
versity, is regarded as the night.
Cleveland 20. Ohio
write Box 3083
"world's fastest human." He Stebbins is the youngest of In the mainstream of Amer'. now in that cause."
$ ACRES FOR SALE
l/blds world marks for both
Special Services
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Olympic hopefuls.
Highway 64 nr. Illiendale can be
the 100-yard dash and 100- America's
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs, George
Only
18,
he
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himGUARANTEED
N. Y. 1.1VE-IN 51011
Salesmen
ileswomen
and
s
meters.
Globe. Jr.
wk. Yam advanced
as a top contender for
wanted to sell
advel Ifs jobs, 535.555
Stebbins expressed dismay self
Mallory Agency
Tokyo games the night
LYnbrook, N. Y
ing in the Mernyhis mail:et
that he has not been able to the
edged Carr and a stellar
We pay 25 per cent and 30
run against Hayes this year he
LOAN OFFICE
100-meter field with a 10.2
per cent contract commission BURNLEY Upholstery Shop
in three meets.
"FURNITURE REPAIRING"
on the dollar.
Hayes entered but didn't effort.
161-164-166 BEALE ST.
e$Restyling, R•finishing$$
run in the Texas Southern Re- Carr holds the world's recTHE
TRI
STATE
nLFENDER
eCustom Built Furniture I
lays, he only ran the 220 in ord of 20.2 for the 220-yard
• FREE ESTIMATES $
MONEY
TO
LOAN
238 South Wellington Street
the Coliseum Relays, and dash.
k Pick Up and D•liv•ry •
Memphis, Tenn.
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
dropped out of the California Stebbins has a 9.3 century
CALL 946-6344
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
Relays at Modesto.
and a 20.6 clocking in the 220.
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Outside appliance salesmen to handle
REFINED CLUB
the beet appliance IttcliidIng Generel Why be lonely. Correspond
Electric. Call Roy Adams, 275-1155,
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
with ladies and gentlemen
1128 Union Avenue.
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State Savings Bank

Classified Ads ...

'Loquacious' Stebbins Wants
Crack At 'Fastest Human' Hayes
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AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

BUY U S
BONDS

EPSTEIN

WANTED

MOTHER
CHRISTIAN

IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
MIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
MANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUARANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
YOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
MARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
SHE ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, LUCKY
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
WITH ANYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN.
LOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN. ON
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6873 AT MUN FORD,
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
Rt. 2, Box 283, Atoka. Tenn.

ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL

JA 6-14.50

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
RECEIVES APPOINTMENT
Mephen Griffin, left, vice president of Gillette Safely
Razor company, a division of the Gillette company, is
seen congratulating John R. Oxley on his appointment as
special representative. Oxley, a graduate of Somerville
High school, Somerville, Mass., and Howard university in
Washington, D. C., will travel to all parts of the country
for the firm. He resides in West Somerville.

Snow Covers Pass
Rogers Pass on the TransCanada Highway in British
Columbia often receives a foot
of snow a day.

Movies In India
The film industry of India
is the third largest in the
world, the Catholic Digest
finds.

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Saleemen and etGeewomen wanted
Make extra money introducing the new
Patty Pre. Quickly Mapes hamburgers. croquettes. hamburger steaks.
Phone 275-0435

PRINTERS WANTED
(Male and Female)
Linotype operators, proofreaders and floormen. Only experienced personnel shouln apply. Write, Personnel Dept. c o
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60616,
Illinois.
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CHILD CARE

Will take care of children
while parents work.
948-7576 — 1070 Arnold Place

Rod -Gard Man's greatest protection against attacks by
Muggers, Robbers, Rapist,
PART TIME INTERVIEWING JOB IN Vicious Animals., (etc.)
MEMPHIS for Univerelty Remearch
1 Unit $3.00
Center. Man or Woman with College
P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
Education. Flexible Schedule. No experience required, but not of car neces319 S. 10th Street
sary. Write P. 0, Box 311 — Giving Age,
Birmingham 5, Ala.
education. and experience.
Local Supervisor will train
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Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. A

everywhere.
Sample list 75e 1 year 32.00
Griffin's Corresponding Club
219 S. 10th St.
Birmingham 5, Ala,
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 REAL STREET JA 6-3300
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